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ABSTRACT
This thesis develops a new method for time-frequency signal processing and examines 
the relevance of the new representation in studies of neural coding in songbirds. The 
method groups together associated regions of the time-frequency  plane into objects 
defined by time-frequency contours. By combining information about structurally stable 
contour shapes over multiple time-scales and angles, a signal decomposition is produced 
that distributes resolution adaptively. As a result, distinct  signal components are 
represented in their own most parsimonious forms. 
 Next, through neural recordings in singing birds, it was found that activity  in song 
premotor cortex is significantly  correlated with the objects defined by this new 
representation of sound. In this process, an automated way of finding sub-syllable 
acoustic transitions in birdsongs was first developed, and then increased spiking 
probability was found at the boundaries of these acoustic transitions.
 Finally, a new approach to study auditory cortical sequence processing more 
generally  is proposed. In this approach, songbirds were trained to discriminate Morse-
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code-like sequences of clicks, and the neural correlates of this behavior were examined in 
primary and secondary auditory cortex. It  was found that a distinct transformation of 
auditory responses to the sequences of clicks exists as information transferred from 
primary to secondary auditory areas. Neurons in secondary auditory areas respond 
asynchronously and selectively — in a manner that depends on the temporal context of 
the click. This transformation from a temporal to a spatial representation of sound 
provides a possible basis for the songbird’s natural ability to discriminate complex 
temporal sequences. 
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and significance
 Natural sounds like bird song contain complex time-varying structures over 
multiple time-scales (Escabi and Schreiner, 2002; Singh and Theunissen, 2003). 
Motivated by  the well-studied hierarchical organizations of the visual system, researchers 
have proposed that there are computational maps of frequency, spatial locations, or pitch 
of sound at different stages of the auditory pathway (Schreiner and Winer, 2007). STRFs 
(Spectro Temporal Receptive Fields) were introduced to summarize the sound features 
encoded by different neurons in the auditory system (deCharms et al., 1998; Theunissen 
et al., 2000). However, our current understanding of auditory maps in the brain is 
rudimentary, and linear reverse correlations methods for describing neural tuning 
typically fails for high level auditory areas (Theunissen et al., 2000; Sharpee et al., 2004; 
Atencio et al., 2008; Prenger et al., 2004; Ahrens et al., 2008). New conceptual, 
computational, and experimental paradigms are needed to advance the understanding of 
neural auditory coding. 
 Several kinds of evidence indicate that early  in auditory stream processing, related 
parts of coherent auditory events are bound together, forming “auditory 
objects” (Griffiths and Warren, 2004). This view is akin to processing through to group 
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co-linear edges in the visual cortex to form the perceptual boundaries of segmented 
physical objects in visual space. While elaborations of this idea can be found in recent 
neural auditory recordings (Nelken et al., 2003), the most thorough discussions arise in 
psychological literature, and in particular in the writings of the Gestalt Psychologists. The 
Gestalt  psychologists observed that humans bias perception to parse the world into 
meaningful objects (Koffka, 1935). Every sensory  object has a multiplicity  of possible 
low-level representations and the choice of representation is not made independently of 
the whole. In this view, the gestalt, or object whole is not a derived quality that emerges 
from the bottom-up assembly  of fixed units, but is also primary - it  defines the elements 
of which it is composed. In contrast, standard spectrotemporal signal processing 
algorithms first reduce signals to fixed “atomic” units in windowed time frames, whose 
granular scale is set by the resolution limit of the uncertainty principle. From this 
“atomic” basis, it is difficult  to reassemble the structure of long-range shapes in time and 
frequency, fundamentally limiting adaptive signal processing. In this thesis, we first 
provide an alternative to standard frame-based time-frequency representations. The 
proposed solution is an object-based representation in which the elementary  units are 
adaptive contours whose long-range shapes are informed by signal content. Then, we 
seek to find the object-based neural code in songbird auditory and premotor areas (Fig. 
1.1).
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1.1.1 Auditory objects
 There is no commonly  accepted definition of what exactly constitutes an auditory 
object (Griffiths and Warren, 2004). Intuitively, it may be the perceptual consequence of 
auditory system’s analysis of acoustical events. For example, in a classical music concert, 
we can not only feel the harmony of different musical instruments but also selectively 
identify the stream of separate instrument such as violin or oboe. The sound of each 
instrument can be described as an auditory object. More formally, the auditory system 
extracts spectrotemporal features of sound and sequentially groups the coherent features 
(pitch, timbre, spatial locations, etc) into a stable percept (Nelken, 2008). Given that the 
neural system is hierarchically  organized, this process may require parallel operation of 
different brain areas for the perception of a categorized object (Kubovy and Van 
Valkenburg, 2001; Gentner and Margoliash, 2003; Griffiths and Warren, 2004; Russ et 
al., 2008; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009).
1.1.2 The zebra finch auditory system
 The auditory area of the songbird is a unique and attractive model system to study 
the functional role of each auditory stage for sound perception and their relations with 
vocal production system as it  learns to sing a song from their father during the juvenile 
period (Brainard and Doupe, 2002). Birdsongs are composed of a temporally ordered set 
of syllables (Glaze and Troyer, 2006) and some birdsongs follow complex syntactical 
rules that resemble the structure of human languages (Doupe and Kuhl, 1999; Gentner et 
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al., 2006). Many  areas in the songbird brain show sequence or temporal-context 
dependent responses (Lewicki and Arthur, 1996; Yu and Margoliash, 1996; Doupe, 1997; 
Gentner et al., 2006; Meliza et al., 2010). Also, extensive analysis of the structure of 
birdsongs and spectrotemporal tuning properties of cells in the auditory  system indicate 
that the songbird’s auditory system contains a similar functional organization as in the 
mammalian auditory  system. As such, they may allow formation and testing of 
fundamental theories of audition, relevant  for the mammalian auditory system (Jarvis et 
al., 2005). Our work here will mostly concentrate on the extracellular activity  of cells in 
Field L, the avian analog of the primary auditory cortex. It  is thought that hierarchical 
processing exists within the different sub-fields (L1, L2a, L2b and L3) of Field L (Fig. 
1.1) (Vates et al., 1996; Fortune and Margoliash, 1992). L2a is the primary recipient zone 
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Fig. 1.1. The auditory pathway of the songbird. Adapted from Jarvis et al., 2005.
of thalamic input and L2a projects to L1, L2b and L3, which in turn project to the Caudal 
Lateral Mesopallium (CLM), Caudal Medial Nidopallium (NCM) and the shelf of HVC, 
song premotor area  (Vates et al., 1996). 
1.2 Specific aims
 There are three specific aims that compose the following four chapters (chapter 
2-5). Chapter 2 and 3 are the reproduction of manuscripts that have been published in 
IEEE Signal Processing Letters and EUSIPCO (Aim 1). Chapter 4 describes the result of 
Aim 2 study and chapter 5 is a manuscript for submission (Aim 3). Each chapter begins 
with a preamble that summarizes my contributions to the work.
1.2.1 Aim 1. Define object-based time-frequency representation of sound. 
  In this aim, we will develop a powerful general principle for adaptive time-
frequency analysis that arises from the structure of analytic time-frequency transforms. 
The work defines an “object-based” decomposition applicable to any  signal. By 
combining information about contour shapes over multiple time-scales and transforms, a 
“consensus” representation is formed from the subset of structurally-stable contours. This 
process distributes resolution adaptively  such that distinct  signal components are 
represented in their own most parsimonious forms. The result is a general-purpose time-
frequency methodology. 
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1.2.2 Aim 2. Examine object-based codes in neural data. 
 The methods described in Aim 1 provide means of extracting time-frequency 
“objects” from complex signals. As a result of the consensus operation, distinct long-
range signal components are sparsely represented in their own most stable forms. Aim 2 
seeks to construct an automated way of defining acoustical transitions in sound based on 
the method proposed in Aim 1 and to test the power of the object-based time-frequency 
approach by examining whether neurons in the auditory cortex and in the premotor 
cortex, HVC respond to objects in the sensory stream or during vocalization.
1.2.3 Aim 3. Mapping the transformation of temporal sequences to spatial patterns 
in zebra finch auditory cortex.
 Complex natural sounds like animal vocalizations contain time-varying 
spectrotemporal structures. For example, bird songs are composed of a temporally 
ordered set  of syllables (Glaze and Troyer, 2006). It has been shown that temporal 
processing is important in songbird auditory perception (Okanoya and Dooling, 1990; 
Cynx, 1993; Woolley  et al., 2009) and in human speech perception (Shannon et al., 
1995). In this study, we propose a new approach to understand temporal sequence 
processing in the songbird auditory system. We will construct morse-code-like click 
sequences and train songbirds to discriminate two different sequences in an operant 
conditioning paradigm. We will record from neurons of Field L (analogous to the primary 
auditory cortex of mammal (Jarvis et al., 2005)) to see how the coding of temporal 
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sequences is transformed between different areas of Field L. This work is complementary 
to Aims 1 and 2, but addresses the same central question: how are sound elements that are 
separated in time bound together into a single perceptual whole? In particular, we ask: 
Does the population vector of auditory cortical neurons contain the information necessary 
to perform temporal sequence discriminations based on decoders without long time-scale 
memory? In short, are temporal patterns mapped to spatial patterns in the auditory 
cortex?
7
Chapter 2
Sparse contour representations of sound
2.1 Preamble
    This chapter aims to introduce the definition of contour in time-frequency plane 
and the method how to obtain sparse contour representations of sound. This work was 
completed in 2010 and published in the IEEE Signal Processing letters (Lim et al., 2012); 
it is reproduced here without revision. We also provide Matlab program for simulation 
(Appendix A3.1).
2.2 Abstract
    Many signals are naturally described by continuous contours in the time-frequency 
plane, but standard time-frequency methods disassociate continuous structures into 
isolated "atoms" of energy. Here we propose a method that represents any discrete time-
series as a set  of time-frequency contours. The edges of the contours are defined by fixed 
points of a generalized reassignment algorithm. These edges are linked together by 
continuity  such that each contour represents a single phase-coherent region of the time-
frequency plane.  By analyzing the signal across many time-scales, an over-complete set 
of contours is generated, and from this redundant set of shapes the simplest, most 
parsimonious forms may be selected. The result  is an adaptive time-frequency analysis 
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that can emphasize the continuity of long-range structure. The proposed method is 
demonstrated with a few examples.
2.3 Introduction
    Time-frequency analysis takes many forms but essentially  involves the application 
of temporally localized band-pass filters to a time-series x t( ) . The resulting time-
frequency image is not unique since every function that localizes the filters results in a 
distinct representation (Cohen, 1989). The uncertainty  principle dictates that the 
resolution in time, Δt and resolution in frequency, Δω are reciprocally related: 
ΔtΔω >1 2 , and the result of this trade-off is that fixed-filter methods cannot optimally 
represent signals with time-varying spectral content. 
Various approaches have been developed for signal dependent adaptation of filters 
(Jones and Parks, 1990; Jones and Baraniuk, 1994; Czerwinski and Jones, 1997; Kwok 
and Jones, 2000; Rudoy et al., 2010). Applications can be found ranging from speech 
enhancement in noise (Hendriks et  al., 2006) to radar target analysis (Choi and Rhee, 
2008). A common approach to adaptive time-frequency  analysis involves a search for 
minimum entropy decompositions that concentrate power either in a small number of 
positions in the time-frequency plane, or a small number of coefficients in a multi-scale 
wavelet decomposition (Coifman and Wickerhauser, 1992). The criterion of maximal 
local concentration provides little information about the coherence of long-range 
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structure in the time-frequency plane since the “atoms” that represent long-range objects 
are not explicitly bound together. As a result, the simplicity of large-scale shapes cannot 
easily inform an adaptive filtering based on standard time-frequency methods. 
The focus of the present work is to propose a new contour-based representation that 
links together associated points of the time-frequency plane at the lowest levels of 
representation. The method implies no constraints on the signal content  and is applicable 
to any time-series. In this paper we outline the theory, and provide a few examples. The 
auditory contour analysis suggests a new framework for an old problem in signal 
processing: among a set of over-complete time-frequency representations, one can choose 
the parameters of analysis that will yield the simplest contours. 
2.4 Defining a contour representation for sound
    The proposed analysis begins with the complex Gabor transform,
χ t,ω( ) = e− t−τ( )2 2σ t2eiω t−τ( )x τ( )dτ∫ = χ t,ω( ) eiφ t ,ω( )                                 (1)
where x t( ) is the input sound. The variable σ t defines the temporal resolution of analysis, 
Δt . For all calculations in this paper, we use a discrete version of the Gabor transform 
with 1024 frequency bins, and signals sampled or synthesized at 44.1 or 48 kHz. For 
simplicity of exact resynthesis (but at high computational cost) we take the number of 
time bins in the discrete Gabor transform to be equivalent to the number of samples in the 
original time-series. Matlab code to reproduce Fig. 2.1a and 2.1b is included in the 
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supplement. The original signal can be exactly resynthesized with the following standard 
definition and integral.
Φ τ ,t,ω( ) = φ τ ,ω( ) +ωt −ωτ                                       (2)
x t( ) = χ τ ,ω( ) e− t−τ( )2 2σ t2eiΦ τ ,t ,ω( ) dτ dω∫∫                                 (3)
A stationary  phase approximation to (3) indicates that the integral is dominated by points 
where ∂Φ ∂τ = 0 and ∂Φ ∂ω = 0 representing the local instantaneous frequency and 
points of zero group delay  respectively. Points that satisfy  both ∂Φ ∂τ = 0 and 
∂Φ ∂ω = 0  are the fixed points of a method known as “reassignment” that concentrates 
11
Fig. 2.1.  Defining time-frequency contours; contours with angle selectivity θ = π 4 and θ = −π 4 in 
green in (a) and (b) respectively, superimposed on a gray-scale Gabor transform ( χ ). The signal is  a 
short sample of  white noise combined with a linear frequency sweep. Red dots highlight the zeros of  χ . 
Territories corresponding to the contours in panels (a) and (b) are shown in (c) and (d) respectively.  
power on the ridges of the Gabor transform (Auger and Flandrin, 1995; Fitz and Haken, 
2001; Fulop and Fitz, 2006; Nelson, 2001; Gardner and Magnasco, 2006). Reassigned 
spectrograms demonstrate enhanced precision for many signals, and provide the basis for 
improved methods of separating signal components (Nelson and Smith, 2006). Like the 
standard spectrograms, reassigned spectrograms consist  of separate pixels, and coherent 
signal objects are not intrinsically associated together. However, it is possible to define a 
representation that does link together associated time-frequency points as follows: first, 
we generalize the set of points defined by the stationary phase positions ∂Φ ∂τ = 0 and 
∂Φ ∂ω = 0 . These points are particular cases(θ = 0  and θ = π 2 ) of an expression that 
generalizes to all angles:
η t,ω( ) = 1
σ 2t
τ − t( )e− t−τ( )2 2σ t2eiω t−τ( )x τ( )dτ∫                             (4)
ℑ (η χ )eiθ( ) = 0                                                      (5)
where θ defines a contour preference angle in the time-frequency plane and ℑ f( ) is the 
imaginary  component of f .  The points that satisfy (5) are equivalent to the fixed points 
of the standard reassignment method (Chassande-Mottin et al., 1997), subject to the 
constraint that reassignment operate only  in the direction defined by the angle θ +π 2 . 
The points that satisfy (5) for some choice θ form extended contours in the time-
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frequency plane that follow the ridges, valleys and saddle points of χ τ ,ω( )  (Fig. 2.1). 
These contours do not branch, but terminate on the borders of the time-frequency axes, or 
form closed loops - a constraint of the analytic structure of χ τ ,ω( )  (Chassande-Mottin et 
al., 1997). Also due to this analytic structure, the phase along a contour varies smoothly 
until it passes through a singularity  on the zeros of χ τ ,ω( ) . After defining contours by 
linking together the points that satisfy (5), the method then segments the contours 
whenever they cross the zeros of the Gabor transform. Splitting contours at the zeros 
ensures smooth continuity  of phase derivatives along every contour segment. This 
process of linking edges into contours and segmenting at  the zeros is the essential basis of 
the method. The relationship  between contours and the analytic structure of the Gabor 
transform implies that a simple waveform can be assigned to each contour as described 
next.
2.5 Resynthesis of the contour representation
    The definition of the contours can be motivated from a stationary phase 
approximation to integral (3), and this approximation is produced by simply integrating 
(3) along the contours, for any choice of angle θ . The accuracy of this approximation 
needs to be analyzed quantitatively, but in the human speech sample provided in 
supplement, readers will find near perceptual equivalence of resynthesized sound.  In 
cases where exact resynthesis is needed, a distinct process can assign waveforms to all 
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contours such that the sum of all waveforms is equivalent  to the original signal. The exact 
method proceeds as follows: we first note that contours track the ridges and valleys of 
χ τ ,ω( )  (Fig. 2.1). For θ = 0 and θ = π 2 , ℑ (η χ )eiθ( ) provides the frequency and time 
“displacement vectors” used in the reassignment method to concentrate spectrogram 
power from the valley to the ridges of χ τ ,ω( ) (Auger and Flandrin, 1995). By extension, 
for arbitrary θ , ℑ (η χ )eiθ( ) defines a local slope in direction θ +π 2 perpendicular to a 
nearby  contour at angle θ . The “watershed” structure of this function defines a 
segmentation of the time-frequency plane. That is, the territory for each contour is the set 
of all points that would “flow” onto the contour, following the slope defined by 
ℑ (η χ )eiθ( ) . This is similar to applying the standard reassignment method iteratively, until 
all time-frequency  points reach their fixed points, and then assigning a waveform to each 
fixed point by integrating (3) over the basin of attraction that flows to that fixed point. 
The only  difference is that here we force every  point  to move along angle θ +π 2  
resulting in fixed points that form continuous lines – our contours. In practice, iterative 
reassignment is not needed to assign a territory to a contour segment– one need only 
observe the sign of ℑ (η χ )eiθ( )  at  each point in the time-frequency plane and the nearest 
contour in the vector direction θ +π 2 “owns” the point. Fig. 2.1c,d demonstrates the 
arrangement of these contour territories in the time-frequency plane for the contours 
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illustrated in Fig. 2.1a,b. Once the territory  for a given contour is found, the 
corresponding waveform is derived by computing the resynthesis integral in (3), over the 
territory specific to that contour (i.e. integrating over one color zone in Fig. 2.1c, or 2.1d.) 
There are no gaps or overlaps in the territories, and this is true for all signals, so integral 
(3) remains exact, just computed piecewise for each contour territory. As a result, a 
complete set of contour waveforms that sum to the original signal is derived for any 
signal and for any  single choice of σ t and θ . By  construction, no contour territory 
contains an analytic zero of χ , so the phase varies continuously  within a contour 
territory. A quantitative assessment of contour waveforms is needed, but the absence of 
analytic zeros in each territory implies that these waveforms will all be simple.
2.6 Gestalt principles for the discovery of sparse representations
    The method defined here provides a family of contour representations of a signal, 
parameterized by angle and time-scale. The complexity of this representation will depend 
on how well the angle and time-scale parameters are matched to the signal content. Fig. 
2.2 illustrates contour shapes derived for a simple signal, analyzed at angles θ = 0 and 
θ = π 2  (This choice of angles is arbitrary and the following analysis would apply 
equally to other angles). The signal consists of two closely spaced, parallel frequency 
sweeps. Although contour sets from each time-scale and angle produce a complete 
representation of the signal (Section III), a time scale of 2ms, for this signal, yields the 
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simplest contours and the most coherent long-range form. The underlying principle is 
simple: at a 2ms time scale, each component is spaced by more than the resolution of the 
time-frequency uncertainty:Δt  in time and Δω in frequency. Therefore, at this time scale, 
the signal components are separable in the time-frequency plane (Nelson, 2001). 
    This example suggests that contour simplicity could vary systematically with the 
parameters of the analysis, for a given signal. To quantify contour simplicity, we first 
rank contours by  power (power is defined by the integral of χ τ ,ω( )  along the contour), 
then select as many of the top  contours as needed to account for 95% of the signal power. 
A variety of objective shape-based measures could be applied to the collection of 
contours that remains (Example measures include the quality  of polynomial fits of a 
given order, contour persistence length, or average curvature). In Fig. 2.3a, we employ a 
measure designed for comparison of contour shapes in visual object recognition 
(Veltkamp, 2001). This measure is insensitive to scale and rotation. A matrix describing 
the shape of each contour is defined by  the Euclidean distance between pairs of evenly 
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Fig. 2.2.  Contour representations  of  a signal vary with the time-scale of  analysis. Simple and complex 
contour representations of  a double chirp, calculated for three different time-scales. If  analyzed in the 
optimal time scale (2 ms), the chirp signal is represented with the simplest contours. 
spaced points along the contour; 100 points are sampled for each contour. Eigenvectors of 
this distance matrix are calculated for each contour. The spread of the eigenvector shapes 
provides a measure of the diversity of forms present in the population. Fig. 2.3b 
illustrates the spread of shapes for the frequency sweep analyzed in Fig. 2.2. In this 
example, we define the “optimal” time scale as the time-scale where the spread of 
contour shapes (based on the first eigenvector) is minimal. 
    The optimal time-scale depends on the signal. Changing the slope of the frequency 
sweep shifts the optimal time-scale of analysis as illustrated in Fig. 2.3a. Steeper 
frequency sweeps require shorter filter time-scales. Fig. 2.3c demonstrates an example 
involving a sample of human speech, a zebra finch bird song, and a double chirp  signal. 
The time-scale of analysis that  produces the simplest contours, on average, differs for the 
three signal types. 
   This discussion has highlighted how contour simplicity  varies with the time scale 
of analysis. A complementary discussion could focus on how contour simplicity varies 
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Fig. 2.3. Optimal time-scale selection is achieved through a quantitative measure of  contour shapes. (a) 
The “optimal” time scale for analysis of the double chirp signal (shown in figure 2.2), as a function of 
chirp slope. (b) The spread of  contour-shape eigenvectors for the double chirp signal, at different time-
scales. Only the first eigenvector is shown. For reference, the red line shows the first eigenvector 
calculated for a straight line. (c) Contour simplicity, based on standard deviation of  the first eigenvector, 
as a function of σ t for three different signals.
with angle of analysis, for a fixed time-scale. As illustrated in Fig. 2.1c, the orange 
contour at angle θ = π 4 is matched to the angle of the rising frequency sweep, and tracks 
the signal content well. In Fig. 2.1d, the angle of analysis is mismatched to the signal 
content and no contour follows the frequency sweep. A systematic analysis is needed, but 
we suggest that the search for parameters that yield the simplest  representations should 
consider the contours as cross-sections of high dimensional manifolds in the four 
dimensional space of time, frequency, time-scale and angle. Smooth three-dimensional 
manifolds would indicate parameter regions where the shape of contours is simple and 
not sensitively dependent on the choice of time-scale or angle of analysis. A practical 
method to optimize the contour representation that takes into account both time-scale and 
angle remains to be defined. 
    In Fig. 2.3, we examined how contour shape depends on time-scale, on average, 
for an entire signal. The more powerful approach would combine contours from multiple 
time scales and angles in a single image. An example of a multi-band analysis is shown in 
Fig. 2.4. The signal consists of a mixture of a zebra finch bird song and a double-
frequency sweep. In the figure, we display only those contours whose power exceeds a 
bandwidth - dependent threshold, and whose shapes are simpler than a carefully  chosen 
cutoff, as measured by  eigenvector spread. The top  contours from the 5ms time-scale, 
shown in red, exclusively  pertain to the frequency sweep. The top contours in the 2ms 
time-scale exclusively pertain to the zebra finch sound. Separating contours from the two 
time-scales and resynthesizing produces a perceptually clean separation of the mixture 
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(Sounds are provided in supplement.) This separation is simple given the length and 
power of the double chirp signal. It remains to be seen whether this approach to signal 
separation is applicable to more complex mixtures. 
2.7 Conclusion 
    In standard time-frequency representations, the division of a signal into “atoms” of 
localized power makes it  difficult to infer associations between distant regions of the 
time-frequency plane. The key element of this proposal is the process of building a time-
frequency representation based on extended shapes that are linked together by continuity. 
In the present method, contour edges are equivalent to the fixed points of a reassignment 
process, constrained to move along a specific angle. Contour segmentations are derived 
from the analytic structure of the Gabor transform resulting in a number of useful 
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Fig. 2.4. Separating sound mixtures based on contour statistics. (a) A signal consisting of a zebra finch 
bird song syllable superimposed on a double chirp is split into separate components. Short time-scale 
contours pertain to the bird song syllable,  (panel b, 2ms, black) and long time scale contours correspond 
to the frequency sweep (panel b, 5ms, red). By setting thresholds for power and contour complexity 
appropriately, the mixed signal can be cleanly separated. 
properties; every contour represents a zone of coherent phase derivatives in the time-
frequency plane, and the waveform associated with each contour is simple because the 
territory that defines the waveform contains no analytic zeros. Exact resynthesis is 
achieved by taking the direct sum of all contour waveforms. 
    By  computing contours for multiple filter-banks and multiple angles θ , an 
overcomplete set of shapes is found. From this set, the simplicity  of contours in each time 
scale and at each angle can be explicitly examined to inform an adaptive time-
frequency analysis. The potential benefit of this approach is the representation of sub-
components of a sound in their own simplest forms.
    The practical utility of the approach remains hypothetical, and a quantitative 
analysis is needed, particularly for the quality of the stationary phase resynthesis based on 
integrating (3) along the contours. In certain obvious examples, the contour 
representation is lacking: for instance, overtones of a harmonic stack can be represented 
by separate contours and the method will not bind these separate components into a 
single object, based on their harmonic relationships. 
    In closing, we note the connection between this representation of sound and the 
theories of the “Gestalt” psychologists who maintained that every sensory  percept is 
represented in its own most parsimonious form. In early stages of vision, this principle 
can be seen in the perceptual enhancement of forms demonstrating good continuity  and 
low curvature along the boundaries of objects. Human auditory processing also 
introduces a bias toward the perception of continuity in sound streams (Bregman, 1990). 
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The method described here provides one means of enhancing the continuity of time-
frequency representations. Each stage in the contour analysis is a plausible operation for 
neural systems: computation of parallel and redundant early auditory streams, binding 
together of phase-coherent channels, and linking groups together through time by 
continuity.
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Chapter 3
Stable time-frequency contours for sparse signal 
representation
3.1 Preamble
    This chapter aims to establish a method that finds the optimal representation of 
complex sound based on the definition of contour object (Chapter 2) in time-frequency 
plane. This work was completed in 2012 and published in the EUSIPCO (Lim et al., 
2013); it is reproduced here without revision. We also provide Matlab program for 
simulation (Appendix A3.2).
3.2 Abstract
 Many signals cannot be resolved in time and frequency with a single time-scale of 
analysis and multi-band representations are needed that can adapt to the local signal 
content. Using a newly developed contour-based representation of signals, we show that 
efficient multi-band representations arise when long-range, structurally stable shapes are 
enhanced relative to background. For the examples provided here, resolution in time and 
frequency is distributed adaptively so that each component of a signal is represented in its 
most parsimonious form. The resulting representation is characterized by simple shapes 
in the time-frequency plane.
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3.3 Introduction
 Sparse time-frequency methods typically  search for a linear decomposition of 
signals through a minimal number of dictionary  elements (Mallat and Zhifeng Zhang, 
1993). The dictionary elements are drawn from an over-complete set, which may be 
defined a-priori or adapted to a specific stimulus class (Lewicki, 2002). Numerous 
iterative assembly processes are effective, but robust  methods for single-pass adaptive 
time-frequency representations remain elusive, though numerous promising directions 
have been proposed (Coifman and Wickerhauser, 1992; Jones and Baraniuk, 1994; Jones 
and Parks, 1990; Rudoy et al., 2010). The starting point of these and other time-frequency 
representations is the parcelation of the time-frequency plane into isolated “atoms” of 
energy with no intrinsic associations among them. From this basis, the structure of long-
range shapes in time and frequency cannot easily  guide adaptive algorithms, although 
many signals are naturally represented by coherent long-range forms, such as contours. 
Recently, a general time-frequency method was described whose elementary units are 
contours of varying shapes. These shapes fully represent any signal, but the details of the 
shapes depend on the signal content and on the time-scales of analysis. Each contour in 
the representation is a coherent object - a component of the signal whose boundaries are 
defined by a region of the Gabor transform that contains no analytic zeros (Lim et al., 
2012). The contours can be interpreted as the minimal coherent units of the signal from 
the perspective of the analytic Gabor transform. Their scales are typically much larger 
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than the resolution limit  of the analysis. Using this contour representation, a prior study 
demonstrated how measures of contour complexity could be used to optimize the time-
scale of analysis, on average, for an entire signal (Lim et al., 2012). The implicit 
assumption in that work was that parsimonious representations would involve contours of 
low curvature. The present work is motivated by the desire to define a more general 
principle for adaptive time-frequency analysis based on time-frequency contours. The 
principle is as follows: when a signal component is analyzed in its own natural time-
scale, then the contours that represent the component are structurally stable - the details 
of the shapes do not change with small variations in the parameters of analysis. This 
hypothesis does not presume that contours should be simple in form, but only that they  be 
structurally stable.  In the following, we outline the theory, and provide a few examples.
3.4 Background
 The contour description of sound (Lim et al., 2012) is based on a generalization of 
the reassignment process (Auger and Flandrin, 1995). This involves the Gabor transform, 
χ( ) and the associated transform, η( )  based on a window shape that is the derivative of a 
gaussian:
χ t,ω( ) = e− t−τ( )2 2σ t2eiω t−τ( )x τ( )dτ∫ = χ t,ω( ) eiφ t ,ω( )                           (1) 
η t,ω( ) = 1
σ 2t
τ − t( )e− t−τ( )2 2σ t2eiω t−τ( )x τ( )dτ∫                            (2)
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These transforms are applied to the acoustic signal of interest, x(t) , which is a function of 
time t( ) , to produce a representation that is a function of both time and frequency ω( ) . In 
this expression, σ t defines the time-scale of the analysis window, therefore the resolution 
of the analysis.  Contours edges are equivalent to the fixed points of the time-frequency 
reassignment process, subject to the constraint that reassignment moves along a fixed 
angle. By another definition, these points are stationary phase points for the resynthesis 
integral that produces the original signal from the Gabor transform (Lim et al., 2012).
Contour edges are defined by:
ℑ (η χ )eiθ( ) = 0                                                      (3)
where θ defines a contour preference angle in the time-frequency plane and ℑ f( ) is the 
imaginary  component of f . Intuitively, (η χ )eiθ is an approximation to the derivative of 
the Gabor transform along a specific angle θ( ) in the time-frequency  plane - closely 
related to heuristic expressions for “spectral derivatives” based on multi-taper spectral 
analysis (Mitra and Bokil, 2007; Thomson, 1982). The points that satisfy (3) form 
extended closed loops in the time-frequency plane that  follow the ridges, valleys and 
saddle points of χ . To divide the contours into coherent units, contours are segmented 
whenever they cross zeros of the Gabor transform (Lim et  al., 2012). It is possible to 
analytically define a waveform for each contour such that the sum of all waveforms 
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equals the original signal  (Lim et al., 2012). In all images shown here, the color scale for 
each contour is equal to the local value of χ . 
3.5 Parsing complex sounds using multiple time-scales
 For every time-scale and angle of analysis, a distinct object-based decomposition 
exists. Every choice of time-scale σ t and angle θ generates its own contour representation 
and associated territories - an over-complete family of valid contour representations, each 
of which fully captures the signal content (Fig. 1 in Lim et al., 2012). The complexity  and 
structural stability  of the contour shapes depend on how well the angle and time-scale 
parameters are matched to the signal content. Fig. 3.1 illustrates contour shapes derived 
for a simple signal, analyzed with multiple choices of time-scale and angle. The signal 
consists of two closely spaced, parallel frequency sweeps. In this figure, rows represent 
analysis in different time-scales and columns analysis in different angles. Although 
contour sets from each time-scale and angle produce a complete representation of the 
signal, a time-scale of 2 ms, for this signal, yields the simplest contours and the most 
coherent long-range form. The underlying principle is simple: at the optimal time-scale, 
each component is spaced by  more than the resolution of the time-frequency uncertainty: 
in time and in frequency. Therefore, at this time-scale, the signal components are 
separable in the time-frequency plane.  
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 How can one automatically select from the over-complete contour sets a 
representation of complex signals where each subcomponent of a signal is represented in 
its own natural time-scale and angle? An earlier publication suggested selecting contours 
with the simplest shapes (Lim et al., 2012). Here we suggest a more general criterion - 
select structurally stable contours, regardless of their shapes. When a signal component is 
analyzed in its own natural time-scale and angle, then the long-range contours that 
represent the signal are structurally stable - the details of the shapes do not change with 
small variations in the parameters of analysis. Returning to Fig. 3.1, for example, one can 
observe that at the optimal time-scale, contour shapes for the chosen signal do not depend 
sensitively on parameter θ . For this simple signal, the contours in the middle row of Fig. 
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Fig. 3.1. The structural stability of contour shapes can guide an adaptive time-frequency analysis. In this 
example, the signal components (two frequency sweeps) are “separable” when 2ms filters are used in the 
Gabor transform. Contours are calculated for three time scales (rows) and three angles (columns.) At the 
optimum time-scale (middle row), contour shapes are robust to  variations in the angle of  analysis. 
Contour energy is drawn from and illustrated in hot color scale.  
3.1 are the structurally  stable contours. Fig. 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate how the structural 
stability  of contours can highlight a tonal signal embedded in noise. The analysis reveals 
a quiver of similarly shaped contours that track the tonal component of the sound for an 
angle near θ ≈ 0 . To quantify the structural stability of a contour, we (1) calculate a set of 
contours for a range of parameters, σ t and θ . (2) Create a sparse time-frequency matrix, 
Mi representing “thickened” representations of each contour.  The matrix for a contour is 
zero everywhere unless the pixel falls within a neighborhood of the contour defined by 
the resolution of the underlying Gabor transform used to generate the contour 
Δt =σ t ,Δf = 1 σ t( ) . (3) Define a consensus score for each contour 
Si = maxj Mi ⋅M j{ }                                                    (4)
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Fig. 3.2. Quantifying the structural stability of  contours. (a) Contours calculated for a fragment of white 
noise with a superimposed 7kHz tone. Contours in red are calculated for a range of angles, at a single 
time scale. Blue dots are maxima of  the signal. Green dots are minima. The contours that track the 7kHz 
tone are tightly bundled together - indicating local structural stability of  contour shape across variations 
in the analysis  parameters.  In (b), two contours are extracted from the region marked by the white 
square in (a). The territories belonging to the two contours are shaded in gray-scale, and their overlap in 
white.  
This maximization involves many sparse matrix multiplications (the computation is 
quadratic in the number of contours). In words- each contour is assigned a score defined 
by its maximal overlap with any  other contour. In Fig. 3.2b, the light gray pixels 
represent the matrix for the red contour, the darker pixels the matrix for the blue contour, 
and their overlap  Mi ⋅M j is the area of the white pixels. We call this the “consensus score” 
of the contour. This consensus score is not normalized by  contour length, so the scoring 
system favors contours that are both long and highly overlapping with some neighboring 
contour. In Fig. 3.3, the contours of Fig. 3.2a are recolored according to their “consensus 
scores,” a process that highlights the signal region containing the sinusoid. Specifically, if 
the coordinates of i th contour are represented by a matrix, Ci  in a discrete approximation 
to χ , then Fig. 3.3 is a consensus image defined by 
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Fig. 3.3. Consensus scores enhance contours that follow signal  rather than noise. The bundle of  contours 
that track the embedded 7kHz sinusoid stand out from the noise in this analysis.  
CI = SiCi∑                                                        (5)
 Fig. 3.3 was calculated using a set of contours defined in a single time-scale and many 
angles; the more general approach used in the subsequent figures combines contours 
across variations in both time-scale and angle. A simple example illustrating this multi-
band approach can be found in Fig. 3.4, which demonstrates the analysis of a click and a 
tone embedded in noise. The “consensus images” in this figure are produced by the 
pointwise histogram of all contours, weighted by their individual consensus scores. For 
this signal, the consensus image (Fig. 3.4a) accurately tracks both the click and the tone 
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Fig. 3.4. Consensus highlights  signal in noise. The analyzed signal is a fragment of  white noise with an 
embedded sinusoid at 7kHz, and a click at t=50ms. (a) Contours weighted by consensus highlight the 
signal components with high temporal  precision for the click and high frequency precision for the 
sinusoid. (b) Local amplitudes of  the Gabor transform. In panels (c) and (d) individual contours are 
shown for 2ms and .5ms time-scale respectively. (Red, θ = π / 2 : Black, θ = 0 ). The black contour in panel 
(c) tracks the sinusoid, while the red contour in panel (d) tracks the click. The two contours  that track 
the signal components are structurally stable and stand out relative to noise in the consensus-weighted 
image in panel (a).  
since each component is represented using information in its own natural time-scale. It 
must be emphasized that no a-priori information was applied to this figure. The 
consensus contour analysis also works for complex signals. Roughly speaking, as long as 
signal components are locally spaced by distances in time and frequency greater than the 
spread of the time-frequency uncertainty  (for some time-scale), the method will highlight 
these components by emphasizing contours drawn from the appropriate time-scales. 
 Fig. 3.5 demonstrates how the consensus operation can reduce the representation 
of contours of low structural stability in a complex signal, revealing a parsimonious 
signal representation. Fig. 3.5a shows the standard spectrogram of a bird song. Fig. 3.5b 
shows the collection of all contours Ci∑( ) of the same bird song, where contours are 
calculated over a narrow range of relevant time-scales. Even though the time-scales are 
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Fig. 3.5. Consensus process can reveal parsimonious representation of signal. Input signal is a  short 
syllable of  zebra finch song. (a) Standard spectrogram of signal analyzed for time-scales 0.3 ~ 2.2 ms, (b) 
Collection of all contours (c) Consensus image of the signal weighted by consensus score (d) Consensus 
image of signal weighted by consensus score and local power from spectrogram.  
already matched to zebra finch song, the summed image is visually dense with signal 
components multiply represented in different angles and time-scales. Fig. 3.5c shows the 
CI (Eq. 5) for that same song, which highlights the structurally  stable features of the data. 
Fig. 3.5d further weights this image by the local spectrogram power, SiCi ⋅ χ i∑ where χ i
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“The system may break down soon”
Fig. 3.6. Spectrogram and contour representation of  human speech. (a) Spectrogram of  a  human speech 
sentence, “The system may break down soon.” Gabor transform calculated with σ t = 3 ms. (b) Top scoring 
consensus  contours calculated for time-scales 1-4.5ms. (c) Highlighting the shallow- angle consensus 
contours drawn from 2-4.5ms time-scale. Many of these low-angle contours follow the formants, or vocal 
tract resonances essential to the perception of speech.
is the Gabor transform used to calculate i th contour. Fig. 3.6 applies the same consensus 
enhancement to the analysis of a human speech sample. In this analysis, consensus 
contours at low angles track some of the the formants, while consensus contours at  steep 
angles track the glottal pulses.
3.6 Computational methods and resynthesis
 The analysis described here uses the Discrete Gabor transform (2048 frequency 
bins, Signal sampling rate 25 kHz or 48kHz) with a window overlap of 2038 samples. All 
matrixes used in contour calculations have the same resolution. For resynthesis, we do 
not synthesize exact  waveforms for each contour as described previously (Lim et al., 
2012), but use an overlapped inverse FFT for each column of the time-frequency 
consensus image. The purpose of the consensus representation is not to exactly  represent 
the original signal but  to capture the salient features of a signal as parsimoniously as 
possible -  a sparse approximation to the original signal. The accuracy of the resynthesis 
can scale smoothly from a high quality perceptual match to compact, lower quality 
representations of sound, depending on the cutoff in contour consensus scores. The 
consensus image from Fig. 3.6b incorporating contours from all angles provides a fairly 
complete perceptual resynthesis of the speech sample. Resynthesis based on Fig. 3.6c 
remains intelligible, since many of the signal formants are captured by this population of 
contours. 
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3.7 Consensus provides an object-based signal enhancement
 In the consensus process, contours are never subdivided. If a contour contributes 
to the final representation, it does so in its entirety, even if some time-frequency  points 
along the contour are not “in consensus” with some other contour. Fig. 3.7 reveals how 
the notion of contour consensus differs from a simple measure of contour density. For a 
double chirp  signal, contours are calculated in time-scales in the range of 2-10ms. In Fig. 
3.7a and 3.7b the time-frequency points of highest pixelwise overlap fall between the two 
sweeps. Fig. 3.7c contains the result of the contour-based consensus (Eq. 5) .The take 
home message from this figure is that pointwise measures of contour density can fail to 
extract parsimonious representations. Any process of thresholding the images in Fig. 3.7a 
or 3.7b will fail to discover the parsimonious representation in Fig. 3.7c. To achieve the 
gains of the contour-based analysis, the method must amplify  stable contours rather than 
just stable pixels. This contour or “object-based” time-frequency principle was absent 
from a prior definition of cross-bandwidth consensus (Gardner and Magnasco, 2006). The 
overlap of reassigned pixels in a multi-band analysis produces a figure similar to Fig. 
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Fig. 3.7.  Pixel-based consensus measures fail to extract a parsimonious representation. (a) Overlap of 
unweighted contours calculated in timescales 2-10ms. Pixels of  highest overlap fall  between the two 
sweeps. (b) Overlap of  the same contours, weighted by the local power of the Gabor Transform. (c) Top 
scoring contours calculated by the consensus measure define here.   
3.7b. Reassignment alone does not provide the gains of an “object-based” time-frequency 
analysis, since reassignment does not link together associated points in the time-
frequency plane. 
3.8 Limitations
 The consensus images (CI in Fig. 3.5c) combine qualitatively different forms of 
information, and for some applications, these should be kept separate. Specifically, the 
consensus score, Si for a single contour includes information about  both the structural 
stability  of form and length of the contour. Furthermore, the consensus image (CI in Fig. 
3.5c)  is influenced by  contour density at each point in time and frequency. The images 
that appear to be most useful add yet one more feature - the local weighting of consensus 
contours by the spectrogram power (Fig. 3.5d) For any quantitative analysis, a statistical 
understanding of the relative contributions of these features will be needed.
 The consensus score depends on the granularity  of the parameter space in time-
scale σ t( ) and angle θ( ) that is explored. The score also depends on the number of 
frequency channels, and the temporal overlap or step-size in the discrete approximation 
to the analytic Gabor transform (spectrogram). A principled approach to this analysis 
could compute contour score distributions in noise, and then select signal contours based 
on their likelihood in this background distribution. However, this noise distribution must 
be re-computed for the exact parameter settings used in each analysis. Not only does the 
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granularity  of the parameter search affect the results, but a scoring process based on 
consensus scores requires awkward decisions such as how to rank a vertical contour that 
tracks a click relative to a horizontal contour that tracks a tone (The choice of 
discretization for the Gabor transform influences this relative weighting since it impacts 
contour length which is folded into the consensus scores). The consensus representation 
is lossy (unless all contours are taken), and what is lost depends on the details of a 
complex scoring process. 
 Calculating contour sets requires little time beyond the calculation of the discrete 
spectrogram, but the present method repeats this calculation over a two dimensional 
parameter space and then adds to this a scoring processing involving sparse matrix 
multiplication that is quadratic in the number of contours.  A significant  advance would 
embody the principle of the contour stability analysis in a simpler process that was less 
computationally intensive.
3.9 Discussion
 The basis of the contour representation is the observation that any signal can be 
represented as a collection of contours in the time-frequency plane with associated simple 
waveforms. For spectrally dense signals such as white noise, local contour shapes change 
quickly with small changes in the time-scale or angle of analysis. However, signal 
components that are separable from the background can produce contour shapes that are 
stable to changes in the parameters of analysis. By emphasizing long, structurally stable 
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contours, parsimonious signal representations can be found where separate components 
are represented in their own natural time-scales and angles of analysis.
 The result is not just an adaptive time-frequency analysis, but  provides an 
elementary form of stream segregation since contours that survive the winnowing process 
can be re-assembled element by  element to capture chosen features of the original signal. 
The vertical and horizontal components of the signal in Fig. 3.4 can be separately 
resynthesized by taking only consensus contours from vertical or horizontal angles. 
Similarly, many of the formants of the speech sample are separated from glottal pulses by 
taking only the low-angle consensus contours (Fig. 3.6c).
 The method described here is rooted in the analytic structure of the Gabor 
transform, but the principles will generalize to other transforms such as the chirplet 
transform (Aoi et  al., 2013). Structurally stable forms are found when each component of 
a signal is represented in its own natural time-scale and angle. This principle can guide an 
adaptive time-frequency analysis, though quantitative benchmarks remain to be 
examined.
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Chapter 4
Examine object-based codes in neural data
4.1. Preamble
    This chapter aims to establish an empirical method to locate the transitions in 
acoustical points based on contour representations (Chapter 2 and 3) and find ‘objects’ 
related neural codings in songbird neural system. Part of the work was done in 
collaboration with J. Markowits (Markowitz et al., 2014). We also provide Matlab 
program for simulation (Appendix A3.3).
4.2. Introduction
 Vocal communication is important for biological systems to survive in nature. For 
example, songbirds sing a song as part of a mating ritual, or make an aggressive call to 
defend their territories. Birdsongs are composed of a temporally  ordered set of syllables 
(Glaze and Troyer, 2006) and some birdsongs follow complex syntactical rules that 
resemble the structure of human language (Doupe and Kuhl, 1999; Gentner et al., 2006). 
Songbird motor areas have been extensively  studied in order to understand the underlying 
neural mechanisms of song sequence generation. Recently, it was found that firing 
probabilities in premotor area HVC are modulated at key transitions in a biophysical 
model of vocal production (Amador et al., 2013). However, this observation cannot be 
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directly  replicated since objective methods to define gestures and their goodness of fit 
remain a work in progress (Perl et al., 2011). Singing a stereotypical sequence of song is 
a product of tutoring from the father (Brainard and Doupe, 2002). During the sensory 
learning period, hearing plays a critical role for normal song learning (Nelson et al., 
1995) and song selective motor neurons respond to complex sensory  signals (Hessler and 
Doupe, 1999; Dave and Margoliash, 2000). In theory, it is possible that activity  in 
premotor area could be related to acoustical information in sound. 
 In the natural acoustical environment, a single sound source is often masked by 
other sounds. For example, juvenile songbirds often learn to sing in a crowded colony 
where tutor songs are easily mixed with songs from other birds. Therefore, the auditory 
system is required to constantly segment the mixture of sound into individual streams. As 
a necessary  step, the auditory system must  integrate parsed features into coherent groups 
of streams, thereby representing auditory  objects (Shamma et al., 2011; Nelken et al., 
2003; Nelken, 2004). Several lines of evidence indicate that auditory objects are formed 
in the auditory cortex. Some neurons in the auditory  cortex are very sensitive to changes 
in background sounds and selectively respond to them (Bar-Yosef et al., 2002; Nelken 
and Bar-Yosef, 2008). This is consistent with elementary  features of sound being 
processed at sub-cortical levels while objects in the auditory  scene are constructed in the 
cortex (Nelken et al., 2003).
 In this chapter, we explore whether or not activity  of neurons in the primary 
auditory area, L2a, and the premotor area, HVC, are correlated with acoustical objects. 
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To do this, we first developed an automated way of defining object-based acoustical 
transitions in conspecific birdsongs based on the method proposed in chapter 2 and 3 (see 
details in the methods section) and then calculated correlations with the neural activity  of 
cells in L2a and HVC. We found that firing times and local field potential (LFP, 30Hz) in 
HVC are significantly  correlated with the acoustical boundaries defined by contour 
objects (Chapter 2 and 3). We also found that  the activity of neurons in the primary 
auditory area are most significantly correlated with the derivative of amplitude envelopes 
of birdsong. 
4.3. Methods
 Note that neural recordings in HVC was done by  G. Guitchounts and J. 
Markowitz and detailed methods for electrophysiology  and data analysis are described in 
ref. (Markowitz et al., 2014). Here, we describe methods for auditory correlation.
4.3.1 Stimuli
 The stimulus consisted of 30 conspecific zebra finch songs. The bird songs were 
sampled at 48kHz, highpass filtered at 600 Hz, and stored in wav file format for playback 
(PCIe-6251, National Instrument). Neural data acquisition system (RZ-5, Tucker-Davis 
Technology) controlled the presentation of bird songs. All the songs were presented in 
free-field over a loudspeaker (Companion 2, BOSE Corporation, Framingham, MA, 
USA). 
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4.3.2 Electrophysiology and histology
 All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 
Committee of Boston University. Prior to the electrophysiological recording, the bird was 
anesthetized (2-3% isoflurane in 0.6-0.8 l/min O2) for a preparatory surgical procedure to 
implant a custom-made headpost. Head angle was set at 55 deg. We allowed the bird to 
recover for 1-2 hours after surgery. On the same day as the headpost implant, the bird was 
restrained in a small rubber jacket to restrict movement and reduce motion artifacts. The 
bird was placed in a double-walled sound proof chamber (40A-Series, Industrial 
Acoustics Company, Bronx, NY, USA), facing a loud speaker (Companion 2, BOSE 
Corporation, Framingham, MA, USA). The speaker was located 25 cm away from the 
bird beak. We used a multi channel electrode (A4x8-5mm-50-200-177-A32, Neuronexus, 
Ann Arbor, MI, USA) to record extracellular potential. The coordinate for recording was 
at 1.5 mm lateral and 0.8 mm anterior to the bifurcation point of the mid-sagittal sinus. 
The electrode was advanced slowly  at the speed of 1-2 µm/sec using a motor drive 
system (MP-285, Sutter Instrument Company, Novato, CA, USA) until the tip of 
electrode was at 1.2 ~ 1.6 mm in depth. Recording lasted for 4-5 hours and at the end of 
the recording, an electrolytic lesion was made on the recording site using tungsten 
electrode (10 µA for 10sec). On the next day, the bird was deeply anesthetized (110µl, 
Sodium Pentobarbital (250 mg/kg)) and perfused. The extracted brain was stored in 4% 
paraformaldehyde solution for histology. The day  after the perfusion, parasagittal 100 µm 
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sections of the brain were prepared (Vibratome® Series 1000, Technical Products 
International, St. Louis, MO, USA) and stained with cresyl violet. Electrode placement 
was verified by  comparing electrolytic lesions to histological landmarks that define the 
boundaries of Field L (Fortune and Margoliash, 1992). 
4.3.3 Data analysis
 Extracellular voltage traces were multiplexed and digitized at 48 kHz on the 
headstage and transferred to a PC through optical fiber (RZ-5, Tucker-Davis 
Technology). All offline analyses were performed using custom software written in 
MATLAB (Mathworks). To isolate single units, the extracellular voltage traces were  first 
highpass filtered at 500Hz (3rd order Butterworth filter), then positive and negative-going 
threshold crossings in high passed extracellular voltage traces were detected. The 
threshold was set to four times the highpassed signal’s variance (Quiroga et al., 2004). 
Then, a 2.4 ms window centered on the negative peak was saved. The spikes were then 
re-aligned to the negative peak after resampling up to 250kHz using cubic splines. 
Features of the aligned spike windows were computed using robust principal components 
analysis and wavelet transform (Quiroga et al., 2004). A mixture of Gaussians model was 
fit to the spike features using an EM  algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977). The number of 
clusters in the mixture was determined when the clusters are maximally separated (Pham 
et al., 2005). Unit quality was then assessed by signal-to-noise ratio (threshold : 1.5) and 
refractory period violations (probability threshold: 1.5%). 
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4.3.4 Identifying acoustic transitions in song
  Song transitions were identified using a variation on a previously published 
method for automatic labeling of phone boundaries in human speech (Dusan and Rabiner, 
2006), which starts with a feature vector based on the Mel-Frequency Cepstral 
Coefficient (MFCC). In our method, we applied several different feature vectors to obtain 
acoustical transition traces based on different  sounds statistics: (1) an object-based 
contour representation of sound described in chapter 2 and 3, (2) acoustical features 
commonly used in birdsong analysis (pitch, envelope, spectral entropy, AM, FM  and 
mean spectral derivative), (3) MFCC,  and  (4) amplitude envelope. 
4.3.4.1 Object-based method
 For the contour representation, we not only  used contours from the Gabor 
transform described in chapter 2 and 3 but also obtained contours based on the chirplet 
transform (Aoi et al., 2013). The difference between the two methods is simply  the 
definition of spectrogram and analysis parameters. All the other processes are the same. 
Here, I describe the method to obtain feature vectors based on Gabor transform. 
Following the methods in chapter 2 and 3, we calculated time-frequency contours for 
time-scales 1, 1.45, 2.1, 3 ms, and for angles 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150° in each time-
scale. Each contour was assigned a p-value based on its length relative to the distribution 
of contour lengths for white noise using the same parameter settings (Fig. 4.1b). Only 
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contours where p<0.05 were included in further analysis. Each remaining contour was 
then assigned a numerical value equal to the integrated power along the contour, and 
these contour scores were summed across all frequencies from 0 to 8 kHz at each time 
point (Middle panel of Fig. 4.1.a). To identify  acoustical transitions, we calculated the 
time derivative of the feature vectors (time-scale: 5ms, Bottom panel of Fig. 4.1a). For 
chirplet contours, feature vectors are constructed from several analysis parameters 
(modulation rate: -0.23 ~ 0.23 kHz/ms, time-scales : 1, 1.5, 2.1, 3 ms and angles : 0°, 
45°).
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Fig. 4.1. Using time-frequency Gabor contours to automatically identify acoustic transitions. (a) Top, A 
spectrogram of one bird’s syllable with the acoustical transition score trace (white) and the ensemble 
PSTH (red). For visualization purpose, this trace is smoothed by a band pass filter (5~50 Hz). Middle, 
The feature matrix used to identify the boundaries, consisting of  contour scores summed from 0 to 8 kHz 
(see Methods) for 24 parameter settings. Bottom, Example of contours  when the time-scale is 3ms and 
the angle is  60deg. The color of  the contours  represents the integrated power  of  the corresponding 
contour, using a hot color scale. Bottom blue curve shows the sum of  contour energy along the time axis, 
which corresponds to a single row of  the feature vector (red arrow). (b) The length distributions for time-
frequency contours at a single parameter setting for birdsong and white noise. P-values  were assigned to 
each contour according to its length relative to those in the distribution of length from contours defined 
in white noise using the same parameters. Only time-frequency contours where p<.05 were included in 
the analysis (see Methods).
4.3.4.2 Other methods
 We first  defined feature vectors based on standard acoustical features, MFCC, or 
amplitude envelope, and then calculated the time derivative of each feature vector. We 
used a custom Matlab program developed by Ofer Tchernichovski at Hunter college, New 
York, NY that is extensively  used in Songbird community to obtain standard acoustical 
features (pitch, envelope, spectral entropy, AM, FM and mean spectral derivative). 
Analysis parameters for MFCC such as window length and window step size are the 
same used for contour analysis. Envelope is obtained by calculating the sum of the 
spectrogram of song in frequency (window width: 2ms). Example feature vectors and 
individual acoustical transition scores are illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
4.3.5 Correlation
 Here, we only considered auditory responses to complex syllables, which usually 
contain composite spectrotemporal structures (mean duration ± standard deviation of 
duration : 141.6 ± 4.6ms). Once complex syllables were identified, we cross-correlated 
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Fig. 4.2. Examples of different acoustical  transitions. Each sub-figure contains a spectrogram of  birdsong 
(top) and feature vectors  (bottom). In the spectrogram, ensemble responses in L2a (red) and smoothed 
acoustical transition score (white) are shown.
the normalized population PSTH (bin size: 5ms) with the normalized acoustical transition 
scores obtained from different feature vectors and found the peak values (maximum lag: 
50ms). Since the auditory system is causal, we performed cross-correlation toward the 
time direction where neural activities follow the stimulus. To evaluate the significance of 
the mean correlation values, we performed a bootstrap analysis (10,000 times) for the 
population PSTH by assigning random phase per each randomization.
4.4 Result
4.4.1 Defining acoustical transitions using contour objects
 The method proposed here starts with selecting long contours based on the length 
distribution found by analyzing white noise signal in the same way as we showed in 
chapter 2 and 3. We found that natural sounds are often composed of coherent signal 
components that are captured by long contours (note that we set length threshold at the 
99th percentile in chapter 2 and 3). Here we suggested more general conditions – 
selecting contours whose lengths diverge from the length statistics of white noise 
contours analyzed using the same parameter set (p<0.05) (Fig. 4.1b). The bottom panel of 
Fig. 4.1a shows example contours analyzed at σ t = 3 ms, θ= 60o . Most of the selected 
contours correspond to the signal components whose signal-to-noise ratios are 
significantly higher than the background (top  panel of Fig. 4.1a). Once the contours were 
obtained, each contour was assigned a value that was equal to the integrated power along 
the contour, then these contours were summed across all frequencies from 0 to 8kHz at 
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all time points. We repeated this procedure for each parameter set to build a feature vector 
(mid panel of Fig. 4.1a). To obtain the acoustical transition score (the white line in the top 
panel of Fig. 4.1a), the time derivative of a feature vector was calculated. In this study, 
we calculated 5 different acoustical transition scores from two different  kinds of contours 
(Gabor and Chirplet) and three groups of different  acoustical properties as control groups 
(Fig. 4.1 and 4.2). By analyzing 30 different birdsongs, we found that  peaks of acoustical 
transition scores from 5 different feature vectors are well aligned with the boundaries of 
distinctive spectrotemporal patterns if the analysis parameters (regression time-scale, 
window width and step size) are carefully chosen. For example, Dusan et al. explored the 
different ranges of parameters to optimally assign phoneme boundaries of human speech 
(Dusan and Rabiner, 2006). Of these parameters, the regression time-scale is critical; 
different choices can easily change the shape of acoustical transition scores. To show this, 
we cross correlated acoustical transition scores calculated at different regression time-
scales and found that results from the object-based method are less variable to the change 
of time-scales than the cross-correlation values from other acoustical statistics (Fig. A1). 
In this study, we decided to use a short regression time-scale (5ms) and apply  the same 
windowing parameters for all the feature vectors. 
4.4.2 Neural activities in the premotor area are related to acoustical transition 
points defined by contour objects
 Since neurons in HVC are sparsely  active during vocalization, neural correlations 
with acoustical transition boundaries of birds’ own songs were obtained. Acoustical 
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transition boundaries are either picked by  the end point of contours or local maxima of 
object-based acoustical transition scores. First, we examined whether firing time of single 
neurons in HVC are correlated with acoustical boundaries defined by  a contour 
representation of sound. We found that  a simple objective definition of the key transitions 
in song (defined by  endpoints of contours obtained at fixed time-scale and angle) 
correlated highly  with the subjectively defined gesture boundaries (p<<.0001 Two sample 
F test. Fig. 4.3a) and that spike probability  of neurons in HVC is significantly modulated 
around the acoustical boundaries of sound (Fig. 4.3b). We next asked whether the time-
locked variations in the LFP (30Hz) structure could be related to points of high acoustic 
contrast within song syllables (defined in the same way  as for the auditory correlation 
study). The magnitude of acoustic contrast at a given time in the bird’s song was 
computed using a time-frequency contour analysis. The automated algorithm localizes the 
boundaries of coherent objects in the acoustic stream. We found that points of high 
acoustic contrast–the “key transitions”–within syllables correlated with high LFP 
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Fig. 4.3. HVC correlation with gesture boundaries defined by end points of  contour objects. (a) 
Spectrogram of  a zebra  finch syllable with time-frequency contours in red. Acoustical transition 
boundaries  are marked with blue tick marks. (b) Projection neurons show increased firing probability in 
the 10ms before gesture onsets and offsets. In red is  a histogram of  projection neuron burst times relative 
to the closest gesture boundary and in black the same distribution calculated for randomized spike times.
synchrony across the extent of HVC and pauses in the otherwise high interneuron firing 
rates. During these same periods, the average phase of the LFP was zero–indicating that 
peaks in the LFP were associated with high rates of acoustic change. (p<1e-13 for all 3 
comparisons, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Fig. 4.4).
4.4.3 Synchronous responses in songbird primary auditory area
 We examined the temporal pattern of responses in primary  thalamo-recipient 
zone, L2a (n=3 birds). With a 4-shank silicon electrode (32 channels), we were able to 
record single and multi-unit responses in L2a. Surprisingly, we found that there is a high 
degree of synchrony across cells in L2a and different birds (Fig. 4.5). This synchrony 
could be the result of the temporal activity  patterns in the upstream areas in the brain. It 
has been shown that midbrain neurons in the songbird brain become more synchronous 
during birdsong presentation than when white noise is presented and ensemble responses 
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Fig. 4.4. LFP correlation in HVC with acoustical boundaries defined by contour objects. Time-points of 
high acoustic contrast within syllables are significantly correlated with a high phase locking index (PLI, 
see Methods in ref. Markowitz et al., 2014) across electrodes, close proximity to LFP peaks, and low 
interneuron firing rates (p<1e-13 for all 3 comparisons, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Q1 and Q4 indicate the 
first and fourth quartiles respectively)
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in midbrain and Field L are correlated with the amplitude envelope (Woolley  et al., 2006; 
2009). However, from our recording, the synchronous activity in Field L appeared to be 
correlated with acoustical transitions in the song spectrogram (Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.5); this 
property  is not simply explained by simple frequency-tuning properties of cells or 
receptive fields. Previous studies have shown that temporal edge detection mechanisms 
exist in the auditory cortex (Fishbach et al., 2001; Phillips et  al., 2002; Zhou and Wang, 
2010).  Given these observations, we hypothesize that neurons in L2a may play a role in 
defining the point in time between distinct spectrotemporal patterns, i.e. labeling the 
boundaries of separate auditory objects in sound streams.
4.4.4 Ensemble of neurons in L2a are most significantly correlated with changes of 
amplitude envelopes 
 Since it is not clear which acoustical features are correlated with activity in L2a, 
we applied several features to define acoustical transition scores (See methods for a 
detailed description) and calculated cross correlation between obtained scores and 
ensemble responses in L2a. To assess the significance of correlation, we compared 
observed correlation values with the correlation of random ensemble responses. We 
found that all of the transition traces are significantly correlated (p<<1-e4, Fig. 4.6a). 
However, peak latency distributions obtained from the Gabor contour and envelope 
transitions are narrow and also they are within the known latency ranges for responses in 
L2a (Fig. 4.6b). It is known that onset latency in L2a is 10 ~ 20 ms (Heil and Scheich, 
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1991; Gehr et al., 1999). Then, we compared the significance of correlation with the raw 
amplitude envelope because previous studies have shown that the population of neurons 
in Field L have a strong correlation with amplitude envelope (Woolley et  al., 2006; 2009). 
From this analysis, we found that neurons in L2a show the strongest correlation with the 
derivative of envelope (Fig. 4.6, 4.7).
4.5 Discussion
 In this chapter, we defined a new time frequency method to localize the acoustical 
transitions of sounds and examined object-based neural codes in the songbird primary 
auditory area, L2a, and the premotor area, HVC. We found that spike timing or LFP 
(30Hz) in HVC is significantly  correlated with acoustical transition points defined by 
contour objects. This result is synergistic with a recent report that firing probabilities of 
single neurons in HVC are modulated at key transitions in a biophysical model of vocal 
production (Amador et al., 2013), and also consistent with an earlier report of cross-
hemispheric synchrony of multi-unit activity  at  key song transitions (Schmidt, 2003). An 
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Fig. 4.6. Result of  neural correlation with 5  different acoustical  transitions. (a) Significance of mean 
correlation values. Each vertical bar represents the mean correlation values  for corresponding acoustical 
features and dotted curves are the distribution of random correlation. (b) Distribution of  peak latency 
for each acoustical feature. 
important point is that our work raises a distinct perspective on HVC coding relative to 
the Amador model (Perl et al., 2011; Amador et al., 2013). We show that HVC projection 
neurons fire at points that are defined by high acoustic contrast. In contrast, Amador et al. 
suggest that HVC projection neurons (of unknown type) fire at extrema of biophysical 
model, (a model originally developed in Gardner et  al., 2001). We agree with Amador et 
al that firing times are inhomogenous, but  we show for the first time that these points of 
enhanced firing probability can be defined objectively in terms of rapid acoustic changes, 
and quantified automatically. The acoustic objects defined in our analysis are consistent 
with the view that each moment of high synchronization in HVC, followed by projection 
neuron firing, involves a reconfiguration of the syringeal musculature. In contrast, many 
of the extremal points in Amador et. al are not points of high acoustic contrast, and 
therefore are not points of significant  muscular reconfiguration. Our perspective provides 
a more direct, and simpler interpretation of the correlations first described by Amador et 
al. A frequent critique of the Amador paper is that many of the midpoint  extrema have no 
physical meaning in terms of muscular changes. Readers have wondered why these 
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Fig. 4.7. Correlation result for amplitude envelope and its  derivative. Organized in the same way as in 
Figure 4.6. 
“nonphysical” points were added to the analysis. In our analysis, these nonphysical points 
are gone, the analysis is objectively defined with an automated algorithm, and the 
correlations are highly significant. 
 However, our results also raise the possibility that the motor chunking or motor 
“object”  theory  of Amador et al. could be replaced by a purely auditory theory of HVC 
correlations. We next asked whether the enhanced correlations found in HVC could be 
explained by the properties of the auditory inputs to HVC. To do this, we analyzed 
auditory responses to 30 different  conspecific songs in L2a, the primary  auditory area in 
the songbird brain. All the responses across different neurons and birds were synchronous 
and transient around the acoustical transition points in time. To figure out which 
acoustical transitions were correlated most with ensemble responses in L2a, we defined 5 
different acoustical transition traces (see the methods). We found that  the derivative of 
amplitude envelope shows the most significant correlation with the activity of neurons in 
L2a of all the sound statistics we tested.
  It has been shown that the cells in the midbrain area of the songbird brain 
becomes synchronous when natural sounds like birdsongs are presented and this 
synchrony seems to encode the shape of the amplitude envelope (Woolley et al., 2006; 
2009). However, we found that  ensemble activities are more correlated with the transition 
of the amplitude envelope than the raw amplitude envelope. Amplitude modulation is 
thought to provide important  cues for segmenting the complex auditory  scenes for speech 
perception and animal vocalizations (Rosen, 1992; Rose, 1986; Ghazanfar and Hauser, 
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2001). Transient responses to sound envelopes have been frequently reported throughout 
the central auditory system (Bieser and Müller-Preuss, 1996; Kuwada and Batra, 1999; 
Shaddock Palombi et al., 2001; Liang et al., 2002). Most of these studies are based on the 
responses to simple sinusoidal tones that are amplitude or frequency modulated. In 
contrast, we only  considered neural responses to long and complex syllables made up of 
2-3 distinctive spectrotemporal patterns. These results suggest that derivatives in the 
amplitude envelope are key features represented in primary auditory cortex, even for 
complex natural stimuli.
 To summarize, HVC was found to fire with increased probability  at acoustic 
transitions in the auditory  contour scores, and we report the first steps to examine 
whether this property arises first  in HVC or can be found earlier in the auditory  stream. A 
simple next step must  examine whether the HVC firing probabilities are better explained 
by transitions in envelope or auditory contour scores. If HVC correlations are best 
explained by  the contour object scores, the result will support the view that a unique 
motor “object coding” arises in HVC. On the other hand, if HVC correlations are better 
explained by peaks in the envelope derivative, then it can be proposed that the 
inhomogeneities in HVC spike probability are derived from HVC’s auditory inputs 
(perhaps over developmental time-scales.)
 To our knowledge, using continuous objects in the time-frequency plane is a novel 
method for defining acoustical boundaries of natural sounds. Generally, standard methods 
often start with pixel-based time-frequency representation to obtain various acoustical 
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features like MFCC or pitch (Dusan and Rabiner, 2006). Those methods require carefully 
chosen parameter sets to align the peaks of acoustical scores with acoustical boundaries. 
By cross correlating acoustical transition scores from different regression time-scales, we 
found that object-based acoustical scores were less variable to the change of parameter 
values than the cross-correlation values from other acoustical statistics (Fig. A1). This 
would be an advantageous property for a speech recognition system since phoneme 
boundary positions are highly dependent on the speaker. 
 In the proposed method, the longest contours are selected based on length 
statistics of the white noise signal. This strategy could be effective for capturing the 
essential structure of signal components. However, this could result in missing the onset 
or the transition between distinctive sub-syllables (note that the onset of the syllable is 
not well defined by chirplet contours in Fig. 4.2a). Further studies are required to 
improve the segmentation performance.
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Chapter 5
Mapping the transformation of temporal sequences to 
spatial patterns in zebra finch auditory cortex
5.1 Preamble
 This chapter aims to introduce a new approach to understand the temporal 
sequence processing in the songbird auditory  system. This work was completed in 2013 
and manuscript is in preparation; it is reproduced here without revision.
5.2 Introduction
 To process temporal sequences, neural systems integrate information across time, 
combing past and present sensory events to drive behavioral choices. Temporal 
integration requires memory, and a diverse range of memory processes are thought to 
contribute to temporal sequence processing, ranging from structural memory such as 
synaptic potentiation and depression to more transient forms of memory represented by 
reverberant activity. The neural basis of auditory  temporal sequence processing remains 
poorly understood, and incisive experimental models are needed. 
 The songs of many birds are stereotyped in both spectral structure and also fine 
temporal patterning. As a result, both spectral and temporal cues provide reliable 
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information about the identity  of the singer, and both of these cues are used for perceptual 
discrimination of songs (Gentner and Margoliash, 2003; Gentner et al., 2006). 
 A highly developed auditory  cortical network supports the auditory-vocal 
behavior in songbirds. The hallmark of this cortical network is the ubiquitous presence of 
fine temporal coding. In the zebra finch auditory  system for example, neurons from 
midbrain to the highest levels of auditory  association areas can be found that respond 
with precise spike times to the acoustic features of conspecific song. This is true both for 
dense spiking neurons as well as the highly selective, sparse firing neurons recently 
described in secondary auditory cortex (Schneider and Woolley, 2013), as well as the 
auditory-motor association area HVC (Prather et al., 2008). 
 Here we take advantage of the precise spike timing in songbird auditory cortex to 
ask how temporally  patterned auditory stimuli are transformed from primary to secondary 
auditory cortices. We first demonstrate that across a single synapse from primary to 
secondary  cortex, neural responses to song become less synchronous and more 
informative about the identity of specific syllables. To zero in on temporal aspects of this 
process, we examined the same circuit transformation in response to a simplified auditory 
stimuli consisting of click sequences. The chosen stimuli were akin to “Morse code” - the 
sounds differ only in the temporal ordering of intervals between clicks. As such, they 
provide a direct means of examining how auditory  cortex transforms temporal sequences 
in the absence of spectral structure. 
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 For click sequence listening, a distinct transformation of auditory responses was 
found between primary and secondary auditory cortices. In the primary zone, every click 
elicited a synchronous response in all recorded neurons, regardless of the temporal 
context of the click. One synapse further, in secondary auditory  cortex, neurons respond 
asynchronously and selectively, depending on the temporal context of the click. In effect, 
temporal sequences are transformed to spatial population vectors in the transition from 
primary to secondary  auditory cortex. In this process, temporal patterns come to be 
represented in a format that can easily form the basis of neuronal discriminations. 
 We next tested whether songbirds could in fact discriminate different temporal 
click sequence patterns in an operant training paradigm. A novel “restart-go” operant 
paradigm was developed for this purpose, a paradigm that we found to be effective for 
particularly challenging discrimination tests. In this training procedure, zebra finches 
rapidly learned to discriminate between the different click sequences. When the stimulus 
set was slowed by  a factor two, the strength of the temporal to spatial transformation in 
auditory cortex was reduced, and songbirds were unable to perform the operant task.
5.3 Experimental Procedures
 All procedure were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
of Boston University.
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5.3.1 Subjects
 In the operant task we trained 52 adult (>90 days post-hatch on the first day  of 
training) male zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata). All birds were housed in the same 
aviary room and were experimentally  naive at the start of training. Once a bird entered 
the training cage, he remained in the training cage 24 hours a day until the end of training 
period. For the neural recordings, we examined total 8 different birds (4 trained and 4 
untrained birds).
5.3.2 Stimulus 
 The stimulus consists of 9 click sequences with different orders of intervals (Fig. 
A3,  Sequence 9 is used only for operant training) and 3 conspecific songs. The neural 
data acquisition system (RZ-5, Tucker-Davis Technology) triggers a pulse generator to 
create rectangular pulses (100µs width) with different intervals, or plays bird songs. All 
stimuli are presented in free-field (60~65 dB Peak amplitude) over a loudspeaker for bird 
song (Companion 2, BOSE Corporation, Framingham, MA, USA) or a tweeter for clicks 
(PLWT4, Pyle Audio).  
5.3.3 Neural recording
 Prior to the electrophysiological recording, the birds were injected with the anti-
inflammatory analgesic Meloxicam via intramuscular injection, and anesthetized (1-2% 
isoflurane in 0.6-0.8 ℓ/min O2) for a preparatory surgical procedure to implant a custom 
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made headpost. Local scalp anesthetic (bupivicaine) was administered sub-cutaneously 
(40 µl, 4mg/kg) , and a small (0.18 gram) head plate affixed to the skull through light 
bonded dental acrylic. This was attached so that the head could later be held at a fixed 55 
degree angle during unanesthetized auditory recordings. After recovery  from general 
anesthetic (2 hours), the bird was given a booster dose of bupivicaine along the margins 
of the scalp, and the bird was placed in a foam restraint and transferred to a double-
walled sound proof chamber (40A-Series, Industrial Acoustics Company, Bronx, NY, 
USA), facing a loud speaker (Companion 2, BOSE Corporation, Framingham, MA, 
USA) or a tweeter (PLWT4, Pyle Audio). The sound source was located 25 cm away 
from the bird beak. We used a multichannel silicon probe (1~2MΩ , 
A4x8-5mm-50-200-177-A32, Neuronexus, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) to record extracellular 
potentials. The coordinates for recording were 1.5 mm lateral and 0.8 mm anterior to the 
bifurcation point of the mid-sagittal sinus. The probe was advanced slowly at  the speed of 
1-2 µm/sec using a motor drive system (MP-285, Sutter Instrument Company, Novato, 
CA, USA) until the tip of electrode was at 1.0 ~ 1.6 mm in depth. Recording lasted for 
4-5 hours and at the end of the recording, an electrolytic lesion is made on the recording 
site using a tungsten electrode (10 µA for 10sec). Following this, the bird was deeply 
anesthetized (110µl, Sodium Pentobarbital (250 mg/kg)) and perfused. The extracted 
brain was stored in 4% paraformaldehyde solution for histology. On the next day  of 
perfusion, parasagittal 100 µm sections of the brain were prepared (Vibratome® Series 
1000, Technical Products International, St. Louis, MO, USA) and stained with cresyl 
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violet. Electrode placement was verified by comparing electrolytic lesions to histological 
landmarks that define the boundaries of Field L (Fortune and Margoliash, 1992). 
5.3.4 Data analysis
 Extracellular voltage traces were multiplexed and digitized at 48 kHz on the 
headstage and transferred to a PC through optical fiber (RZ-5, Tucker-Davis 
Technology). All offline analyses were performed using custom software written in 
MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc. Natick, MA, USA). To isolate single units, the 
extracellular voltage traces were highpass filtered at 500Hz (3rd order Butterworth filter) 
and then positive and negative-going threshold crossings in high passed extracellular 
voltage traces were detected. The threshold was set to four times the highpassed signal’s 
variance (Quiroga et al., 2004). Then, a 2.4 ms window centered on the negative peak 
was saved. The spikes were then re-aligned to the negative peak after resampling up  to 
250kHz using cubic splines. Features of the aligned spike windows were computed using 
robust principal components analysis and wavelet transform (Quiroga et al., 2004). A 
mixture of Gaussians model was fit to the spike features using EM algorithm. The 
number of clusters in the mixture was determined when the clusters are maximally 
separated (Pham et al., 2005). Unit quality  was then assessed by signal-to-noise ratio and 
refractory period violations.
 We then classify spike pattern into primary and secondary responses based on 
similarity score between temporal pattern of spike train and click sequence stimuli. 
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Similarity score is the inner product of normalized PSTH (bin size: 5ms) and normalized 
input stimulus. If the similarity score is above 0.5, we classify the unit as primary or 
secondary  vice ver sa. Physiological classification was validated by the anatomy through 
histology (Fig. 5.2c and A4).
 After dividing responses into two groups, we built a vector array that contains all 
PSTHs of units for different stimuli (bin size: 5ms). Each vector had n dimensions of 
data, where n is the number of units considered at  each time bin. Sequence or syllable 
discriminability is measured by minimum euclidean distance at particular time point 
between two different vectors.
 For visualizing the behavior of multiple neurons (Fig. 5.1b and 5.3a), we applied 
principal component analysis (PCA) on the population vector arrays for L2a and L2b. 
PCA is performed using functions from MATLAB’s Statistical Toolbox.
5.3.5 Operant training procedure
 Here, we describe general method for operant training. Refer supplementary 
information for the detailed training procedure.
 A bird can demonstrate learning through two behaviors - interruption of ongoing 
playback of non-rewarding stimulus to reset the trial, or access of the water port 
selectively for rewarding stimuli. We trained birds with two different methods to reach 
this goal, a two stage method and a single stage method. Difference between these 
methods is that former method introduces trial initiation port first (1st stage) and water 
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port once bird learns how to interrupt playback of non-rewarding stimulus (2nd stage) 
and latter method introduces all the ports from the 1st day of training. 
  The bird can initiate a trial if a green LED located above the trial initiation port  is 
on Fig. A6. Whenever the microcomputer detects a trigger signal from the trial initiation 
port, it plays a stimulus. At the beginning of training, we attached a small Eppendorf tube 
(2ml) underneath the trial port with water (less than 2ml) so that trial could be 
automatically initiated when the bird tried to drink water from it. We stopped filling water 
when bird learned how to break the infrared beam, usually after 3-4 days of training. The 
bird could interrupt playback of the stimulus at any  time by  accessing either the trial port 
or water port. Rewarded sequences occurred 20% of the time. Accessing the “water port” 
on non-rewarding trial lead to a 10 sec time-out and power off to the green LED. Passive 
reward was always given at the end of rewarded sequences until the bird could initiate a 
new trial (two stage method) or learned the association of rewarding sequence with water 
reward (single stage method). We used d-prime to estimate the progress of learning:
′d = z H( )− z F( )                                                              (1)
where H is the proportion of correct responses (hit rate) and F is the proportion of 
incorrect responses (false alarm rate) (Green and Swets, 1966). 
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 Transformation of song responses in the auditory hierarchy
 We first compared the temporal coding of song in primary and secondary auditory 
areas of unanesthetized songbirds. 32 channel recordings were performed using 4-shank 
silicon electrodes. From each bird, we recorded single unit  and multi-unit responses 
simultaneously  from the primary thalamo-recipient zone in auditory cortex, Field L2a, 
and neighboring auditory  areas in L2b and L3 (Fig. 5.1 and A4). Primary  and secondary 
recording sites were distinguished based on the spatial location of the recording site (Fig. 
A4), and this classification was confirmed by  the distinct response profiles found in the 
two areas (Fig. 5.1a and 5.2).
 Precise spike timing could be found in both primary  and secondary areas in 
response to song. Across birds, the primary  auditory neurons showed similar temporal 
response profiles - a surprising degree of response synchrony across neurons and across 
birds. In contrast, neurons in secondary auditory cortex showed a broader repertoire of 
response profiles. This increase in the diversity of response profiles leads to a decrease in 
the magnitude of the cross-correlation between neurons in secondary neurons relative to 
primary neurons (Fig. A2).  
 The increase in diversity also increases the information present in the population 
vector about  the identity  of the syllable.To see this, we computed phase-space trajectories 
of the population vector in response to song, and then quantified the euclidian distance 
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between these phase space trajectories. In this analysis, every neuron recorded defines a 
direction in a phase space hypercube, and the average firing rate of the cell in 5ms bins 
defines a position along the axis.
 The phase space trajectory for three cells in L2a and three cells in L2b is shown in 
Fig. 5.1b, during playback of two distinct sequences. In L2a, the phase space trajectories 
of distinct stimuli overlap  for all time points, meaning that  the pattern of active cells in 
5ms bins contains no information that can distinguish the stimuli. In contrast, in L2b, 
specific points in the phase space trajectory  diverge from one another in a stimulus 
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Fig. 5.1. Neural responses to birdsongs in L2a and L2b
(a) Example of neural responses in L2a (blue) and L2b (red) to  birdsongs. Syllable responses were 
extracted from the whole song responses. Cells in L2a respond synchronously whereas cells in L2b 
respond asynchronously and sparsely. Scale bar represents 50ms. (b) Phase space trajectories for L2a 
and L2b are shown. Red and blue traces illustrate the population activity of  cells when the first or second 
syllable shown in Figure 5.1a are presented respectively. (c) ROC analysis  shows the discriminability of 
song syllables in L2b.
dependent manner. That is, the pattern of cell responses in a single 5ms bin in L2b 
contains information about which stimulus is being played. In sum, there are particular 
configurations of active cells that occur only during playback of one stimulus or another.
 To quantify  this, we define a simple decoding mechanism based on the population 
vector of the ensemble response. In this definition, the discriminability  of the sequence at 
a particular time is simply  the distance to the nearest  trajectory belonging to a different 
stimulus. Combining all cells from the raster plot in Fig. 5.1a, the power of this “spatial” 
code for sequence discrimination is quantified through an ROC analysis in Fig. 5.1c. In 
L2b, but not L2a, the temporal sequences are mapped onto distinct population patterns. 
The increase in discriminability in secondary  auditory cortex is not simply a result of an 
expansion of the number of neurons - the ROC comparison was based on a fixed number 
of single unit recordings (n=10) in both cases.
 This first observation suggests that the transition from primary to secondary 
auditory cortex involves a reduction in synchrony between neurons, leading to an 
increase in discrimination power. 
5.4.2 Transformation of click-sequence responses in the auditory hierarchy 
 We next examined whether a similar transformation from synchronous to 
asynchronous coding could be seen for more elementary stimuli consisting of irregularly 
spaced clicks.
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 All stimuli were about 3 seconds long, and composed from clicks, separated by  10 
specific inter-click intervals (11,14,16,20,23,26,29,34,36,40ms). The duration of all ten 
intervals, summed together is 249 ms. All sequences were built from 249ms blocks, 
where each block contains a permutation of the ten click intervals. As a result, stimuli 
differ only in the ordering of click intervals, and on time-scales longer than the block 
duration, the statistical properties of all stimuli were equivalent. The set of stimuli can be 
seen in Fig. A3.
 Raster plots for single units in L2a and L2b are shown in Fig. 5.2a, and for the full 
ensemble of cells recorded in Fig. A5, including a breakdown of secondary cells into 
narrow (red) and broad-spiking (black) neurons. In these raster plots,  a distinct change in 
the temporal response to click sequences can be found in the transition from primary  to 
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Fig. 5.2. Neural responses to click sequences in L2a and L2b.
(a) Example of  neural responses of bird in L2a and L2b. Each sub-row is the spike raster for different 
units. We found that cells  in L2a and L2b show similar responses to click sequences as to birdsongs (Fig. 
5.1). The difference between red and black raster is spike width defined by temporal width between two 
peaks of  spike waveform (For red, it is less than 250 us  and vice versa). Input stimulus is sequence 2 (Fig. 
A3). (b) We classified cells  based on the similarity between PSTH of  each unit and input stimulus 
temporal pattern (Threshold is chosen as 0.5). (c) Sagittal section located at 1.5 mm lateral of the midline 
with estimated electrode shank positions (dotted white line). Physiological locations are confirmed by the 
anatomy (Fig. A4).
secondary  cortex. In L2a, each click evoked a synchronous low latency response across 
channels, whereas L2b was characterized by a sparser and less synchronous responses 
that were more sequence selective.
 As before, we performed a phase-plane and ROC analysis analysis of the 
population vector in 5ms bins. The phase-space trajectory of the primary population 
vector showed no separation for different stimuli. That is, the population of cells 
responded to each click in the same manner, irrespective of the longer term temporal 
context.
 In contrast, the secondary  population vector was highly non-overlapping for 
different stimuli (Fig. 5.3a), and an ROC analysis showed that population vectors in 
secondary, but not primary auditory cortex contained information for click stimulus 
discrimination (Fig. 5.3b) The population of cells responded to inter-click intervals in a 
manner that is contingent on the larger temporal context of the click interval.
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Fig. 5.3. Temporal sequences are transformed to a spatial code in L2b.
(a) For different stimuli, ensemble state-space trajectories  are discriminable in L2b but not L2a. (b) ROC 
analysis reveals the discriminability of click sequences in L2b.
 The click sequences are faithfully relayed with low latency and low variability 
through primary  auditory cortex (L2a). One synapse further, in secondary auditory  cortex 
areas L2b and Lxx temporal sequences are transformed to distinct spatial patterns. The 
population vector of responses in L2b contains information necessary to discriminate the 
trained sequences in very short (5ms) time bins.
 This experiment indicated that secondary  auditory cortex is integrating timing 
information over multiple click intervals. We next repeated the click electrophysiology 
using a stimulus set  composed of intervals twice as long as the first (22-80ms, rather than 
11-40ms), and found in a phase-plane ROC analysis that this time-scale dilation led to 
reduced sequence discrimination in secondary auditory cortex (Fig. 5.4). 
 The transformation from temporal sequences to spatial population vectors is tuned 
to a time-scale that overlaps with the faster, but not the slower click sequence.
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Fig. 5.4. Neural sequence discriminability depends on the time-scale of the stimulus.
ROC analysis reveals that the songbird auditory system’s ability to discriminate temporal sequences is 
constrained by the time-scale of  the input stimulus. When sequence is slowed down by a factor of  two, 
L2b (red dotted line) cannot distinguish one sequence from others.
5.4.3 Behavioral recognition of click sequences
 The electrophysiology experiments demonstrate a transformation of complex 
temporal sequences to distinct population vectors in secondary auditory cortex. As a 
result, areas downstream of secondary auditory cortex could solve a click-sequence 
classification problem based on simple summation and thresholding of subsets of 
secondary  cell inputs. Given this simple representation of temporal sequences in L2b, we 
next sought to determine if songbirds could be trained to behaviorally discriminate the 
click sequence sets used in the electrophysiology testing.
 Songbirds were trained using an automated operant training procedure that we 
call “reset-go” training. A detailed description of the training procedure can be found in 
supplementary  material. In essence, a bird can demonstrate learning through two 
behaviors - by  interrupting the playback of a non-rewarding stimulus to reset the trial, or 
by accessing the water port selectively  during rewarding stimuli.  In all experiments, two 
sounds were presented - a rewarded stimulus (sequence 2) and non-rewarded stimulus 
(sequence 1 or 9). Zebra finches in this task were mildly  water restricted, and worked for 
1-5 µl drops of water, performing hundreds to thousands of trials in a 5 hr training 
session. 
 Fig. 5.5a reveals the time-course of discrimination learning for one bird. Within 
10 days of training, this bird was trained to interrupt  the playback of sequence 1 within 3 
seconds and access water port while sequence 2 was presented. Fig. 5.5b shows a 
summary  statistic for learning in N=8 birds when non-rewarded stimulus is sequence 2. 
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Table A1 documents the groups of birds trained and Fig. A7 shows the time-course of 
learning for the various groups (Detail training procedure is described in supplementary 
information). Over a population of N=52 trained birds, a majority (n=35 birds) showed 
high levels of performance (D’ > 1) within 14 days of training onset.
5.4.4 Catch trials probe the nature of auditory discrimination
 To probe the underlying nature of the auditory memory, we examined catch trials 
for two conditions. For time-reversed click stimuli, behavior fell to chance levels (Fig. 
5.6a). The next test examined cyclic permutations of the training stimuli. Rather than 
beginning at the start of each sequence, the cyclic permutation initiated each stimulus at a 
random time-point in the three second stimulus. For this group of catch trials, a small 
decrease in performance was found when the cyclic stimulus were first introduced, but 
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Fig. 5.5. Operant training with click sequences.
(a) Example of  training by the single stage method. The probability distribution of  accessing the trial 
port and the water port is illustrated in log scale. On the first day of training, this bird accessed the 
water button on both stimuli and on the third day, he already learned that a reward is passively given at 
the end of sequence 2 (note the low probability of  water port access on non-rewarding trials). By the time 
passive reward was off, he accessed the water port on non-rewarding trials but over the course of  5 more 
days of  training, this bird started to interrupt playback of  non-rewarding sequence before offset of 
sequence 1  and accessed water port upon sequence 2 presentation. (b) The learning curve of  the single 
stage training method (n=8 birds). By single stage training method, most of  the birds  start to show 
differentiated responses (d’ is around 1) to two sequences after 2 weeks of  training, interrupting sequence 
1 presentation and accessing water port upon sequence 2 presentation. (c) When training sequence is 
slowed down by a factor of two, songbirds (n=11 birds) cannot discriminate the temporal sequences; d’ is 
around 0.
within 4days, performance returned to baseline (Fig. 5.6b). The conclusion is that the 
birds were listening for patterned sequences of intervals irrespective of their absolute 
time of occurrence relative to the onset of the trial.
5.4.5 Limits of behavioral recognition
 Since the click sequence contains no spectral structure, stretching the click 
sequence is a manipulation that has no impact on the spectral structure of the sound. 
Birds trained to discriminate sequences 1-3 failed to respond above chance when the 
time-scale of the clicks was slowed by a factor of 2. The slow sequences were truncated 
at three seconds to match the original stimulus duration. 
 We next examined whether naive birds could learn to discriminate the slower 
click sequences if they were exclusively  trained on the slower sequences from the outset. 
N=11 birds were trained in a single stage training and N=4 birds trained on the first stage 
of the two-stage training. In contrast to the high success rate for faster sequences, no 
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Fig. 5.6. Catch trial analysis.
(a) Among 10%  of  non-rewarding trials, we presented a reverse pattern to  8  birds. Birds interrupted 
trials only when the trained sequence was presented. Mean ± s.d. of trial interruption ratio is  shown. (b) 
Even though the non-rewarding sequence started at a random position in time, birds (n = 11) could 
maintain their performance (summary of ± 4 days of training result (mean ± s.d. of d’) is shown).
birds showed differentiated behavior for the stimuli at this slower timescale (Fig. 5.5c, 
A7g and A7h). 
 To situate the time-scale of the learned click sequences relative to zebra finch 
song behavior, we show in Fig. A3a the distribution of syllable durations for a population 
of N=21 zebra finches. The time-scale of the fast sequence falls in sub-syllable time-
scales for the natural behavior of zebra finches.
5.5 Discussion
 Songbirds form detailed auditory  memories for complex songs, and these 
memories serve to guide imitative vocal learning during song development. The 
flexibility of the auditory memory capacity  is particularly clear in artificial tutoring 
paradigms that have used synthetic song stimuli that depart  from species typical patterns 
(Gardner et al., 2005). The high quality vocal imitations reported in these studies indicate 
that detailed auditory memories for temporal sequences can be formed, and that the 
memories are effective in shaping the vocal imitation process. In parallel, a range of 
songbird species have been shown to be capable of high levels of performance in operant 
tasks involving song discriminations (Austen et al., 2011; Sturdy  and Weisman, 2006; 
Cynx and Nottebohm, 1992; Scharff et al., 1998; Stripling et  al., 2003; Abe and 
Watanabe, 2011). The present study provides added evidence that the auditory system of 
the songbird can support general temporal sequence processing with a new class of 
synthetic stimuli composed of click sequences. These purely rhythmic or “Morse-code” 
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like stimuli provide parametric control of temporal information independent of spectral 
information, allowing the intrinsic dynamical properties of auditory cortex to come into 
focus. 
 The mapping of temporal patterns to spatial patterns provides an opportunity for 
downstream neurons to solve the stimulus discrimination based on simple linear 
classifiers of the population vector. For the click stimuli used in this study, the population 
response of neurons in L2b contains information necessary to discriminate the three 
stimuli in a very short, 5ms window of time. In the analysis performed here, the ensemble 
responses were “virtual ensembles” recorded at different times and in different animals, 
and correlations present in single trials could impact this discrimination (Zohary et  al., 
1994; Abbott  and Dayan, 1999). However asynchronous, time-locked responses are also 
found in L2b in single trials (Fig. A5) suggesting that the results shown here for a virtual 
ensemble will also be true for single trials in one individual. 
 Operant training revealed that songbirds readily learn to discriminate this class of 
stimuli. Auditory  cortex in adult birds is already  tuned to achieve the temporal to spatial 
mapping for this class of stimuli. Surprisingly, no animals learned to discriminate click 
sequences that were slowed by a factor of two. The inter-click intervals of the slowed 
sequences still overlap with typical inter-syllabic intervals in songbirds, so it cannot be 
the case that  the stimulus has surpassed natural time-scales of auditory integration.  The 
highpass cutoff frequency of the speakers used in this study was set to 3kHz. If the time-
scale of temporal integration increases for low frequency stimuli, increasing the low 
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frequency content of the click stimulus could promote behavioral discrimination for the 
slower stimuli. This could be explained by variations in the intrinsic time-scales of 
individual cells, variations in the balance of excitation an inhibition impingent on single 
cells in L2b, or by more complex mechanisms invoking recurrent network dynamics 
(Sussillo and Abbott, 2009). Much theoretical interest has focussed on the question of 
how brains composed of short-time scale elementary  units can process long time-scale 
stimuli, and generate long-time-scale behaviors. Once temporal stimuli are mapped on 
spatial patterns, simple discriminations are possible. 
 However, for temporal stimuli composed of identical units such as clicks, intrinsic 
circuit mechanisms must bridge intervals of time from one interval to the next. To encode 
the history of the stimulus in the present  state of the network synfire chains (Abeles, 
1991), avalanches (Grossberg, 1969) or more complex transient  dynamics in recurrent 
networks (Maass et al., 2002) have been proposed. In other models, persistent currents in 
single cells bridge intervals of time (Egorov et al., 2002). In each of these models, 
intrinsic dynamics of cortical circuits are used to represent events-past in the spatial 
configuration of the present moment. For the present stimuli, inter click intervals are very 
short (11-40ms), and well within synaptic integration timescales (Wehr and Zador, 2005). 
To achieve the sequence selectivity described here, very  little is needed beyond some 
spread in synaptic integration time-scales of individual cells in L2b.  
 Field L is composed of 5 different sub-regions (L2a, L2b, L1, L3 and L) that are 
reciprocally connected (Vates et al., 1996). The core of Ov (nucleus ovoidalis) in 
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thalamus makes a predominant feedfoward connection to L2a whereas L2b receives input 
from Ovm (medial part  of Ov) and L2a. Other areas, L1, and L3 either communicate with 
each other or are reciprocally connected with L2a. Field L also receives feedback from 
higher auditory  area, CLM  (caudolateral mesopallium) but its major efferent connection 
is directed to L2b (Vates et  al., 1996). So the asynchronous and sparse activity  of neurons 
in secondary  auditory cortex could be the result of filtering L2a input, or the result of 
more complex forms of recurrent activity involving feedback pathways from higher order 
areas such as L1, L3, CLM and NCM. New studies will be needed to distinguish between 
these alternatives.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works
6.1 Summary of Findings
Aim 1. Define object-based time-frequency representation of sound.
 Motivated by Gestalt principles, we first proposed a method to represent sound 
signals using contours in the time-frequency plane and rules to find the optimal contour 
representation of a signal (Chapter 2). In this method, contours are extended over the time 
and frequency axis and linked together by continuity.  Each contour represents the area in 
the time-frequency plane where spectral phases are coherent. The key result  of this 
chapter is that an optimal representation of signal can be obtained if we select contours 
whose shapes are structurally  simple (Fig. 2.3) from the over-complete set of contours 
(time-scale and angle, Fig. 2.2). 
 Then, we further extended the idea of the simplicity of contour shapes into a 
general criterion for object-based multi-band signal representation – select structurally 
stable contours, regardless of their shapes (Chapter 3). The principle is as follows: when a 
signal component  is analyzed in its own natural time-scale, the long-range contours that 
represent the signal are structurally  stable – the details of the shapes do not change with 
small variations in the parameters of analysis (Fig. 3.1). A process that enhances 
structurally  stable shapes provides an adaptive multi-scale representation of complex 
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signals without the prior knowledge about the nature of sound sources. We have shown 
several examples of object-based representation using simple signals (tone and click, Fig. 
3.4) and natural signals (birdsongs and human speech, Fig. 3.5 and 3.6). 
Aim 2. Examine object-based codes in neural data.
 In chapter 4, we developed an automated method to define the acoustical 
transitions within birdsong syllables based on contour representation proposed in chapter 
2 and 3. Then, we applied this method to see whether or not activity of cells in L2a and 
HVC are significantly correlated. We found that spike timings and LFP in HVC are 
strongly correlated with key transitions in song whereas synchronous responses in L2a 
are significantly correlated with the derivative of the amplitude envelope. These results 
provide the first  results demonstrating an automated parsing of birdsong into subsyllabic 
units that are important for neural coding in HVC. Our preliminary  tests of auditory 
object coding in Field L lays a foundation for future work that will examine how the 
object-based coding in HVC arises along the sensory-motor stream.
Aim 3. Mapping the transformation of temporal sequences to spatial patterns in zebra 
finch auditory cortex.
 In chapter 5, we showed that there is a distinct transformation of auditory 
responses to the sequences of clicks between primary and secondary auditory area. In the 
primary zone, every click elicits a synchronous response in all recorded neurons, 
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regardless of the temporal context of the click. One synapse further, in secondary 
auditory cortex, neurons respond asynchronously and selectively, depending on the 
temporal context of the click. We also tested whether songbirds could discriminate 
different temporal click sequences in an operant training paradigm. A novel “restart-go” 
operant paradigm was developed for this purpose, a paradigm that we found to be 
effective for particularly challenging discrimination tests. In this training procedure, 
zebra finches rapidly learned to discriminate between different click sequences.
6.2 Significance
    The central goal of this thesis was to define new computational and experimental 
methods to advance the understanding of neural auditory coding. Toward this goal, we 
have returned frequently to inspiration from the Gestalt psychologists (Koffka, 1935). 
They  suggested rules of organization of perceptual scenes and proposed that humans bias 
perception to parse the world into meaningful objects. Motivated by this concept, we took 
two different approaches to achieve the goal: (1) developing an object-based time-
frequency method and examining object-based neural code in the songbird neural system 
(Chapter 2, 3, and 4) and (2) exploring the dynamics of neural process in the auditory 
system of songbird to understand how the system processes objects that are separated in 
time (Chapter 5). 
    The key  element of the method proposed in Chapter 2 and 3 is the process of 
building a time-frequency representation based on extended objects that are linked 
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together by continuity. Each object is composed of points in the time-frequency plane that 
are analytically defined by the Gabor transform. Unlike the standard pixel-based 
representation, this method can produce a parsimonious signal representation where 
separate components are represented in their own natural time-scales and angles of 
analysis by emphasizing long, structurally stable contours. The method does not require a 
special set of parameters to build the sparse contour representation of sound and by 
summing all the objects defined in the time-frequency plane, original sound can be 
resynthesized. 
   Based on this representation, we developed an automated way of defining an 
object-based acoustical transition trace of birdsongs (Fig. 4.1 and 4.2). In contrast to the 
method previously reported (Perl et al., 2011; Amador et al., 2013), the method provides 
objective measures for the acoustical transition in sound, thereby  allowing us to explore 
object-based neural codes in the songbird neural system. As a result, we found that 
spiking activity  in HVC is strongly  modulated at  the local maxima in the object-based 
acoustical transition scores of birdsongs. This result is synergistic with a recent report 
that firing probabilities of single neurons in HVC are modulated at  key transitions in a 
biophysical model of vocal production (Amador et al., 2013), and also consistent with an 
earlier report of cross-hemispheric synchrony of multi-unit activity  at key song 
transitions (Schmidt, 2003). In contrast  to the earlier studies, our work provides an 
objective automated algorithm to define the key  transitions in song. This method lays a 
firm foundation for future studies that will examine how auditory  and motor objects are 
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encoded in sensory and motor cortices of the songbird. 
    Finally, the spatial transformation of auditory objects (clicks) found in the 
songbird auditory system could be a useful neural basis for discriminating different 
sequences of sound (Chapter 5). This mechanism may not require a long time-scale of 
memory. Cells in the downstream area could discriminate different sounds simply by 
detecting the dissimilar activity of cell population in the auditory  system. In the "restart-
go" training proposed in this study, birds could easily  learn to associate synthetic sounds 
with two different behaviors; resetting the trial or reporting to water button. The training 
was very effective. It usually took 2-3 weeks for birds to reach the level of significant 
learning (d’>1). This method has also been used to train zebra finches for conspecific 
song or call discrimination task (Elie and Theunissen, 2012).
6.3. Future directions
6.3.1. Manifold structures of signal and its application to signal enhancement
 Formally, contours are cross-sections of manifolds embedded in high dimensions 
(time, frequency, time-scale and angle). Structurally stable contours are drawn from areas 
of the manifold that are locally  flat along dimensions in time-scale and angle (Fig. 6.1). 
By comparing contours in neighboring dimensions, we have shown that structurally 
stable contours are useful to represent complex time-varying signals in its own time-scale 
without any prior knowledge about signal (Chapter 3). We could further extend the idea 
of contour structure stability and approximate the volume of manifold in high dimension 
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to weight contours. All of the contours that exist in the same manifold space will obtain 
the same object scores calculated as the volume of manifold. Since stable contours would 
have greater volume than unstable ones, those contours will be highlighted more. We 
expect that the proposed method would be useful for identifying signal structures in noisy 
environment such as speech or EEG signals.
6.3.2 Fast way to compute contours
 To find contours in the time-frequency  plane, we linked the zero crossing points 
of complex valued ratio, χ η calculated at certain analysis parameters. This is a very 
computationally intensive process because the program must search for such points and 
connect them throughout the entire time-frequency plane. Though it depends on the 
complexity of the input sound, it generally takes several minutes to obtain contours for 
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Fig. 6.1 Contour structures of linear double chirp signal. All the contours shown here represent the same 
signal component (lower chirp) at different time-scales but the shape of  the contours  are different. There 
are straight contours that represent the linear frequency modulation well but some contours are curvy 
along the modulation frequency. All of the contours were analyzed at a fixed angle (45 deg).
each analysis parameter set. We tried to improve the computation speed by  applying 
image processing method. It is still unrealistic to apply the method for various purposes 
where real-time computation is highly required such as for speech recognition. 
6.3.3 Beyond the neural correlation with envelopes
 In Chapter 4, we found that the primary auditory area shows more significant 
correlation with the transition of amplitude envelopes than that of object-based acoustical 
transition scores. In natural songs, the key  sub-syllabic transitions defined by the auditory 
contour method are correlated with envelope transitions. To properly study the neural 
correlates of contour objects, in the future it will be necessary to design sounds that 
contain diverse spectrotemporal patterns but with flat envelopes. This will allow contour 
objects to be examined in isolation. 
6.3.4 Characterizing the secondary auditory area
 In Aim 3, we showed that neurons in the secondary  auditory  area show sparse and 
asynchronous responses to temporal sequences of clicks and such diversity in firing 
patterns could play  an important role in discriminating different temporal sequences. 
What mechanisms can explain such multiplexed neural behaviors? L2b receives direct 
input from L2a as well as feedback from higher auditory regions (Vates et al., 1996). 
Such complex responses in L2b could be the product of network feedback interactions 
within the neural circuit. To understand the underlying mechanisms in L2b, (1) we may 
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need to expand the temporal interval sets to quantify the sequence selective responses in 
more detail and (2) an intracellular recording would be necessary to know the synaptic 
properties of neurons in L2b.
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Appendix
A1. Auditory operant training method
 Here we describe a method for auditory  operant training that is useful for training 
zebra finches on challenging discriminations with little shaping procedure. The proposed 
method uses a water reward rather than a seed reward. Zebra finches are adapted to arid 
conditions and can survive for months in a laboratory setting without access to water 
(Cade et al., 1965), yet remain highly motivated to work for water. The quantity  of water 
provided in each reward can be as low as 1-5 µl, and with this reward quantity birds work 
for hundreds or thousands of trials per day.
Food and water
 New dehydrated seed (100 ~ 110 Fo for 12 hours, D-5 Dehydrator, TSM Products) 
and grit were supplied every two days (The seed was dehydrated the previous day). Soft 
food (ABBA 97 Ultimate nestling food, ABBASEED) was available after the training 
once per week. Birds had unlimited access to water on the weekends. Birds were not 
deprived of water prior to the training. On a single day of training, birds normally 
initiated around 800 ~ 1300 trials (maximum 4,000). This corresponded to 300 ~ 1000 µl 
of water consumption during training. We provided additional water (0.5 ~ 1ml) after the 
training if the total volume of water consumption for two days was less than 1ml. When 
provided, birds usually drank 0.5 ~ 1ml of water overnight. On average, a bird could get 1 
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~ 1.5ml of water each day which corresponds to 50% of normal water consumptions for 
zebra finch (Zebra finches weigh 10-12g) (Cade et al., 1965).
Operant Chamber
 Fig. A6 shows the detailed setup  for operant training. The training cage (11 inch 
wide x 8 inch high) was kept inside sound attenuation chambers (22 inch wide x 14.5 inch 
high x 16 inch deep). The interior surfaces of the chambers were lined with embossed 
acoustic foam (PROSPEC® Composite, Pinta acoustics inc). Inside each training cage, 
there were two Infrared switches (OPB815WZ, OPTEK Technology) for trial initiation 
and water reward. The water reservoir was located 24 inches above the cage floor and the 
water valve (EW-01540-02, Cole-Parmer) was placed between the reservoir and spout. 
The water spout was located in the middle of the infrared switch assembly (water port) so 
that whenever the bird accessed a water port, he broke the infrared beam automatically. 
We used two different sizes of tubes to make water flow slow enough for a proper drop 
size (1-5µl, the size of the tubes is described in Fig. A6) . The sound stimulus was 
presented through a small commercial tweeter (PLWT4, Pyle Audio) whose frequency 
response ranges from 3kHz to 30kHz. A microcomputer dedicated to each cage (Arduino 
Mega 2560, Arduino) controlled stimulus presentation, water delivery, and infrared 
switches. Individual clicks generated by  the Arduino microcomputer were 100 µsec-long 
rectangular pulses. Using this microprocessor, the mean jitter in the click interval was 93 
µsec (data is not shown). Every time the bird initiated a new trial, data from the previous 
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trial was transmitted on-line through an ethernet to a computer in the lab and analyzed in 
real time by a Matlab program (Mathworks, Natick MA, USA). The training ran for 5 
hours per day from Tuesday through Friday. The behavior of all the birds was monitored 
through a USB webcam (Webcam Pro 9000, Logitech).
Training procedure
 Birds could demonstrate learning through two behaviors - interruption of ongoing 
playback of non-rewarding stimulus to reset the trial, or access to the water port on 
rewarding trials. We trained birds with two different methods: a two stage method and a 
single stage method. In all experiments, two sounds were presented - a rewarded stimulus 
and non-rewarded stimulus.
Two-stage training 
 Stage 1: This training starts with only one infrared switch (for trial initiation, on 
the left side of the cage, Fig. A6). The bird can start a trial or interrupt playback of the 
stimulus by breaking the infrared beam after 200ms from the start of the stimulus. The 
water spout is on the right side of the cage and the water reward is passively  given at  the 
end of rewarded stimuli, which constitute 20% of the total trials. On each day of training, 
we monitored latency  of trial initiations to two different  sequences. During the first few 
days, birds simply explored the training environment and tried to activate the trial 
initiation port  randomly. Gradually, the birds realize the existence of a passive water 
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reward and start to reinitiate trials earlier on non-rewarding trials than rewarding trials 
(Right middle panel of Fig. A7a and A7b. Note the bump of red curve around 5-6 sec).  In 
1-2 weeks of training, the birds could only re-initiate trials for non-rewarded trials, and 
wait for a water reward on the rewarded trials.
 Stage 2: Once birds showed significant learning in stage 1, another infrared switch 
was activated on the water point. Water was no longer delivered passively, but only if the 
water port was activated during or just  after the playback of the rewarding stimulus. This 
period during which reward port access leads to water is called the “response time-
window.” This window was 7 seconds long from the end of a sequence. If the water port 
was accessed at any time during non-rewarding trials, or outside of the 7 second response 
window, a 10 second time-out ensued, and the green LED was turned off during this 
period. Introducing another button in this stage did not alter the trial reset behavior, 
acquired in the first stage of training.
Single stage training
 In single stage training, the bird starts training with both ports contingencies 
active from the beginning. However, to jumpstart  the process, water was also delivered 
passively  at  the end of the rewarded stimulus if the bird did not access the water port 
during playback of the rewarded stimulus. Once the bird learned to initiate trials and 
encounter water at the water port location, passive water delivery was shut off. Other than 
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this brief passive delivery period, this method involved no shaping or staging. Birds 
learned strategies for the use of both buttons through exploration. (Re-initiating trials 
within 3 sec when the non-rewarded pattern was presented and accessing the water port 
during playback of the rewarding stimulus.) 
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A2. Supplementary figures and table
Fig. A1. Object-based method produces more stable acoustical transition scores.
We compare different acoustical  transition scores from discrete time-scales. Here we show the similarity 
of the scores from three different features, Gabor contours, general sound features and MFCC.
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Fig. A2. Song response similarity in L2a (blue) and L2b (red)
Cross-correlation between neurons in secondary auditory area  is  lower than those in primary auditory 
area, indicating that secondary responses are diverse and asynchronous. Cross-correlation was calculated 
between normalized PSTH of two units (bin size: 5ms).
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Fig. A3. Creating click sequences.
(a) Zebra finch song syllable statistics of  syllable duration, onset interval and gap. Time-scale of  click 
intervals (dark gray region) corresponds to the sub-syllabic durations of natural songs (n=21 songs). (b) 
All click sequences used for neural recordings and operant training. During neural recording, we used 
sequence 1 ~ 8. Sequence 1, 2, and 9 were used for operant training. Sequence 1 or 9 (non-rewarding) 
contains a single fixed pattern that repeats for 3  sec. Sequence 2  (rewarding) contains 12 different 
temporal patterns. 
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Fig. A4. Estimated recording location of units in primary and secondary auditory area.  
On each graph, positions of  primary (blue star) and secondary (red circles) units are shown. We 
approximated their positions based on the configuration of electrode and recording coordinates.
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Fig. A5. All unit responses to sequence 1 (a) and sequence 2 (b)
Here we show all the responses of  single units  in L2a (blue) and L2b (red and black). Two different 
classes of  units  in L2b are classified based on the peak-to-peak width of  the spike waveform as shown in 
Fig. 5.2a.
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Fig. A6. Operant training setup
There are two infrared switches, green led (trial indication) and water spout in the training cage. Arudino 
monitors timing of  port access, plays stimuli and delivers water reward. Valve is open for certain 
duration to make small drop of  water (1-5  µl). Data collected by Arduino is sent to the computer in the 
lab through ethernet and analyzed on-line.
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Fig. A7. Result of operant training 
(a,b,c) Two stage training result when non-rewarding stimulus is  sequence 1  and presented at normal 
speed. (a) The probability distribution of  accessing trial port is shown for entire training period of  the 
first stage (left). The white dotted line represents  the start of  the sequence and the white solid line is the 
offset time of stimulus. This  bird started to  interrupt non-rewarding trials around day 5. At the end of 
the sequence (black dotted line on the right figures), a passive reward is  given during this training stage. 
(b) Learning curve at the first stage. Mean d-prime (± s.d.) of  10 days  training is shown (n=8 birds). (c) 
Learning curve of  training when passive reward is off  (second stage). Although the water button is 
introduced in this stage, bird can still re-initiate a trial reliably and access the water port only when 
rewarding pattern (sequence 2) is presented. (d,e,f) Result of two stage training when non-rewarding 
stimulus is sequence 9 and presented at normal  speed. (d) Probability of  accessing trial port during the 
first stage of  training (left) and 3 days of  training example (right). This bird started to interrupt the play-
back of non-rewarding sequences at day 4. A reward is given at the end of  sequence 2. (e) Learning curve 
at the first stage (n=9 birds), (f) Learning curve at the second stage (n=8 birds). (g,h) Result of two stage 
training  when non-rewarding stimulus is sequence 1 and slowed by a factor of 2. (g) Probability 
distribution of accessing trial  port during the first stage of  training. This bird usually reinitiated trial 
immediately after the sequence 1 presentation or after drinking water at rewarding trials (note the 
increased probability of  accessing trial port around 10sec) (h) Learning curve during the first stage of 
training. Birds (n=4 birds) could not discriminate two click sequences during 40 days of training.
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Table A1. Summary of training
Training sequence Seq. 9 vs 2 Seq. 1 vs 2
Time-scale 1x 2x 1x 2x
Training 
Method
Single stage - - 11/23 0/11
Two stage 15/18 - 9/11 0/4
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A3. Supplementary Matlab program code
Here, we provide several Matlab programs that are used in this study. To use this 
program, signal processing package is required.
A3.1 A program that generates Figure 2.1a and 2.1b
A3.1.1 Main program
% This program creates Figure. 2.1a and 2.1b.
% Sample signal contains a low amplitude linear frequency sweep embedded in white noise. 
% You can control the SNR by changing "VolFac".
% To create the same figures in manuscript, use 5 for VolFac. With this scale, 
% SNR of signal is about 7.69dB. 
% 
% Multimedia submission for IEEE signal processing letter.
% Authour. Yoonseob Lim, Barbara Shinn-Cunningham and Timothy J. Gardner
% May 7. 2012
clear all
close all
clc
%% Parameters for simulation
Nfft = 2048; % Size of FFT
Nshift = 1; % FFT Window overlap in samples
sigma = 1; % FFT window time scale (sigma in the equation 1,3,4) in ms
% Contours are defined at zero crossing (equation (5)).
% Following parameters are used to calculate zero crossings using matlab contour function.
pos_zx = 1e-40;
% Contour angles to be calculated (theta from equation 5)
angle_deg = [90 45 0 -45];
nAngle = 4;
%% Load sound sample
load noisesample.mat
VolFac = 5;
RMS_noise = sqrt(mean(s.^2));
t = (1/fs:1/fs:length(s)/fs);
Y = chirp(t,0,0.1,40000,'linear');
RMS_signal = sqrt(mean(Y.^2));
s = s + Y/VolFac;
snr = 20*log10(RMS_signal/RMS_noise) % SNR of signal
for ang_index = 1:nAngle
        
    angle_rad = -pi/180*angle_deg(ang_index);
        
    %% Calculate the ratio of chi and eta, Equation (4),(5)
    
    [dx] = fn_dx(s,fs,Nfft,Nfft-Nshift,sigma);   
    dx_vec = imag(dx*exp(1i*angle_rad));     
    
    
    % Find zero crossing, equation (5)    
    figure('Visible','off')
    Closed_Contour = contour(dx_vec,pos_zx); % function "Contour" is built-in function in matlab  
    % Every closed loop produces continuous vector of coordinates.
    % Matlab inserts meta data into the vector between closed loops.          
    % Eliminates meta data in array Closed_Contour 
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    posCR = find(Closed_Contour(1,:)==pos_zx);
    Closed_Contour(1,posCR) = nan;
    Closed_Contour(2,posCR) = nan;
     clear posCR         
      
     %% Gabor Transform, Equation (1)
    
    [sonogram] = GaussSpecgram(s,fs,Nfft,Nfft-Nshift,sigma);       
    abssono = abs(sonogram);
    
     
    %% This is added for illustration of zero points in sonogram.
    % Function ZeroPointSel is looking for local minimum points in sonogram.
    
    [M N] = size(dx);
    absdx = abs(dx);
    ThresMask = (absdx*1e3)<30; % constants 1e3 and 30 are manually selected to define areas around local minima.
    
    % CZ contains segmented contours but we show only segmenting points in
    % Fig. 2.1a and 2.1b.
    [Segmented_Contours] = ZeroPointSel(Closed_Contour,ThresMask,abssono,M,N); 
    CZ_nan = isnan(Segmented_Contours(1,:));
    
    SegmentP = Closed_Contour(:,CZ_nan == 1); % Segmenting points, Nan values were assigned to zeros in function "ZeroPointSel".
    
    %% Plot
    
    h = figure('name','Thresholded Contours');
    imagesc(log(abssono+10));
    hold on
    plot(Closed_Contour(1,:),Closed_Contour(2,:),'g-','linewidth',2)
    plot(SegmentP(1,:),SegmentP(2,:),'r*','linewidth',2)
    hold off
    set(gca,'XTick',[],'YTick',[]);
    colormap(gray)
    axis([200 800 200 600])
    
    % % %     if you want to print the figures as in the manuscript, uncomment this area.
    %     figsav_name = sprintf('whitenoise_contour_angle_%d_deg_%d.eps',angle_deg,VolFac);
    %     set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto')
    %     print(h,'-depsc','-r600',figsav_name);
    
end
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A3.1.2 Related functions
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% This function find local minimum points in sonogram
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
function [CZ] = ZeroPointSel(C,ThMask,Sono,M,N)
CZ = zeros(size(C));
% Contour coordinates are rounded to integer value of image display
cy = round(C(2,:));
cx = round(C(1,:));
% Remove the contour points outside the image
cx = (cx<1) + (cx>N)*N + (cx>=1).*(cx<=N).*cx;
cy = (cy<1) + (cy>M)*M + (cy>=1).*(cy<=M).*cy;
nancx = isnan(cx); % Nan values demarkate closed contours.
i = 1;
while(i<length(cx))
    
    if nancx(i) == 0 && i<length(cx) % If current point is still on the same closed loop contour,
        
        if ThMask(cy(i),cx(i)) == 0 % If thresholding point is found
            
            % Search from that point to find a cutting point whose energy is
            % lowest
            j = 0;
            CutP = i;
            MinE = 1e10;
            bk = 0;
            
            while(1)
                
                if nancx(i+j) == 0
                    % Current amplitude
                    CurAmp = Sono(cy(i+j),cx(i+j));
                    
                    if CurAmp<MinE && ThMask(cy(i+j),cx(i+j)) == 0
                        MinE = CurAmp;
                        CutP = i+j;
                    end
                    
                    if ThMask(cy(i+j),cx(i+j)) == 1
                        bk = 1;
                    end                    
                    
                    j = j+1;
                else 
                    bk = 1;
                end
                
                if bk || i+j>length(cx)
                    break;
                end
                
            end
            
            CZ(:,CutP) = nan; % Segmentation on zeros receive nan values.
            i = i+j-1;
        end
    end
    
    i = i+1;
end
function [q] = GaussSpecgram(s,SAMPLING,N,OVERLAP,sigma)
t=-N/2:N/2-1;
%Gaussian and first derivative as windows.
sigma=(sigma/1000)*SAMPLING;
w=exp(-(t/sigma).^2);
q=specgram(s,N,[],w,OVERLAP)+eps; %gaussian windowed spectrogram
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q = flipdim(q,1);
function [dx] = fn_dx(s,SAMPLING,N,OVERLAP,sigma)
t=-N/2:N/2-1;
%Gaussian and first derivative as windows.
sigma=(sigma/1000)*SAMPLING;
w=exp(-(t/sigma).^2);
dw=(w).*((t)/(sigma^2))*-2;
q=specgram(s,N,[],w,OVERLAP)+eps; %gaussian windowed spectrogram
q2=specgram(s,N,[],dw,OVERLAP)+eps; %deriv gaussian windowed spectrogram
dx=(q2./q)/(2*pi); %displacement according to the reassignment algorithm
dx = flipdim(dx,1);
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A3.2 A program to generates Figure 3.6
A3.2.1 Main program
clear all
close all
clc
% ========================================================================
% This program creates all the figures in Fig. 3.6.
% As an option, you can resynthesize sound from final consensus
% image. To do that, run resynthesis function after consensus
% process.
% Keep sound file small  - unless you have huge system memory.
% This program is tested only for files shorter sound (1~2 sec).
% Memory issues may arise for longer files.
% Multimedia submission for IEEE signla processing letter.
% Authour. Yoonseob Lim, Barbara Shinn-Cunningham and Timothy J. Gardner
% Sep 4. 2012
% ========================================================================
scrsize = get( 0, 'ScreenSize' ); % Get the screen size of user
% Parameters for consensus process
% Angles for anlaysis in radian (Eq. 3 in the paper)
angles = [0.1 0.3 0.7 1.5 2.3 2.9 3.0 3.1];
% Time scales for analysis in msec (Eq. 1 and 2 in the paper)
TScale = [1.1 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.6 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5];
ARThreshold = 99; % Length prctile threshold for selecting contours
NFFT = 2048; % Number of FFT in samples
OVERLAP = 15; % Number of FFT Overlaps in samples
BUILD_CONSENSUS = 1; % Flag for processing consensus analysis
f_PLOT = 1; % Flag for monitoring consensus process
% Load wave file (Human speech sample is provided)
[signal, fs] = wavread('HumanSpeech_original.wav');
% Consensus process
[consensuspower,consensus_score,consensuspowerangle,sonogramrecord,windowrecord,F,T] = 
buildconsensus(BUILD_CONSENSUS,signal,fs,ARThreshold,angles,TScale,NFFT,OVERLAP,f_PLOT);
% Plotting figures for Fig. 3.6
hh = figure('name','Fig.5','position',[1 1 scrsize(3)/2 scrsize(4)]);
subplot(3,1,1);
imagesc(T,F,log(abs(sonogramrecord{7})+0.1))
axis([T(1) T(end) 0 6000])
titles = sprintf('Standard speech sonogram at %1.2f msec',TScale(7));
title(titles)
colormap(hot)
set(gca,'YDir','normal')
% Consensus image from all angles
allowangles = [1:8]; % indices of angles for plot
allowtimescales = [1:9]; % indices of time scales for plot
allangles = zeros(size(consensuspowerangle{3}{1}));
for j = allowtimescales
    for i = allowangles
        allangles = allangles + consensuspowerangle{j}{i};
    end
end
subplot(3,1,2);
imagesc(T,F,log(allangles+10))
title('Consensus contours')
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axis([T(1) T(end) 0 6000])
colormap(hot)
set(gca,'YDir','normal')
% Consensus image from shallow angles, which illustrates formant
% structure of human speech.
allowangles = [1 2 7 8]; % indices of angles for plot
allowtimescales = [4:9]; % indices of time scales for plot
lowangles = zeros(size(consensuspowerangle{3}{1}));
for j = allowtimescales
    for i = allowangles
        lowangles = lowangles + consensuspowerangle{j}{i};
    end
end
subplot(3,1,3);
imagesc(T,F,log(lowangles+1))
title('Extracting consonants and formants')
axis([T(1) T(end) 0 6000])
colormap(hot)
set(gca,'YDir','normal')
% Print the figure
% If you want print figure in eps format, uncomment below text
% set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto')
% print(hh,'-depsc','-r300','Fig_5.eps');
% Resynthesis
% You can use 3 different data for resynthesis.
% Resynthesis Type
% (1) 'Without_ConsensusScore' : Mask is binary value based on existence of consensus score on time-frequency plane
% (2) 'With_ConsensusScore' : Mask is consensus scores
% (3) 'Sonogram' : No mask is applied
% Resynthesis Target
% (1) 'Full Speech' : Use full set of contours selected for consensus analysis
% (2) 'Formant' : Use only consensus contours for formant
ResynType = 'With_ConsensusScore'; % Resynthesis Type
ResynTar = 'Full Speech'; % Resynthesis Target
[re_signal] = 
resynthesis(sonogramrecord,consensus_score,windowrecord,signal,NFFT,OVERLAP,fs,TScale,angles,ResynType,ResynTar);
sound(re_signal,fs)
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A3.2.2 Related functions
% ========================================================================
% Function for consensus process.
% Multimedia submission for IEEE signla processing letter.
% Authour. Yoonseob Lim, Barbara Shinn-Cunningham and Timothy J. Gardner
% Sep 4. 2012
% ========================================================================
function [consensuspower,consensus_score,consensuspowerangle,sonogramrecord,windowrecord,F,T] = 
buildconsensus(BUILD_CONSENSUS,signal,SAMPLING,ARThreshold,angles,TScale,Nfft,Nshift,f_PLOT)
NtScale = length(TScale); % Number of time scales for analysis
Nangle = length(angles); % Number of angles for analysis
% ========================================================================
% Get auditory contour of signal. 
% This is the approximated method for processing auditory contour
% from Eq. 1, 2 and 3 in the paper. 
% For more information about contour method, look for the previous
% work described in Y. Lim, B. Shinn-Cunningham, and T.J. Gardner,
% "Sparse contour representations of sound", IEEE signal
% processing letters, 2012
%to make optimum use of the next line, type 'matlabpool' before
%running your matlab session, to use all processors in the
%computation.
disp('Approximated contours')
  scrsize = get( 0, 'ScreenSize' ); % Get the screen size of user
  % This part is to get time and frequency axis of sonogram for plotting
  tScale = TScale(1);
  t = -Nfft/2+0.5:Nfft/2-0.5;
  tScale = (tScale/1000)*SAMPLING;
  w = exp(-(t/tScale).^2);
  [S,F,T] = spectrogram(signal,w,Nfft-Nshift,Nfft,SAMPLING);
  clear S
parfor sigmacount = 1:NtScale %use the matlab parallel computing toolbox if multiple processors are available.
    
    tScale = TScale(sigmacount);
    tScale = (tScale/1000)*SAMPLING;
    w = exp(-(t/tScale).^2);
    dw = w.*(t/(tScale^2))*-2;
    
    % gaussian windowed spectrogram, Eq. 1 in the paper
    q = specgram(signal,Nfft,[],w,Nfft-Nshift) + eps; 
    % derivative of gaussian windowed spectrogram, Eq. 2 in the paper
    q2 = specgram(signal,Nfft,[],dw,Nfft-Nshift) + eps; 
    
    % displacement according to the reassignment algorithm
    dx = (q2./q)/(2*pi); 
    sonogramrecord{sigmacount} = q;
    windowrecord{sigmacount} = w;
    dxout{sigmacount} = dx;
    
    for angle_variable = 1:Nangle
              
        theta = angles(angle_variable);
        
        
        % -----------------------------------------------------------------
        % A quick approximation to the contour detection
                  
        
        dv = dx*(cos(theta)+(1j*sin(theta))); % Eq. 3
        s = -1*( imag(dv) < 0 ) + ( imag(dv) > 0 );       
        [gx gy] = gradient(s);
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        % This will select approximated points in the sonogram that
        % meets Eq. 3
        BW = ( (-gx*cos(theta+pi/2) + gy*sin(theta+pi/2)) > 0.1 );
        
        
        % -----------------------------------------------------------------
        
        
        % -----------------------------------------------------------------
        % Filtering out short contours
        
        CC = bwconncomp(BW); %build a strucure containing a separate entry for each contour (connected component of BW).
        cc_pix = regionprops(CC,'Area'); %this is the length of each contour
        weightv = [];
        
        for i = 1:length(cc_pix),
            weightv(i) = cc_pix(i).Area;
        end
        
        a = find(weightv >= prctile(weightv,ARThreshold));
        
        tempv = zeros(size(dx));
        
        for ik = 1:length(a)
            ind = CC.PixelIdxList(a(ik));
            tempv(ind{1}) = 1;
        end
        BinaryLongContour{sigmacount}{angle_variable} = sparse(tempv);
        
        % -----------------------------------------------------------------
        
    end
    
end
% ========================================================================
% ========================================================================
% Start consensus process
if(BUILD_CONSENSUS)
    
  % -----------------------------------------------------------------
  % spread the contours by the time-scale of the time-frequency
  % uncertainty
  
  for sigmacount = 1:NtScale
    
    [CWin] = ConvWindow(TScale(sigmacount),Nfft,Nshift,SAMPLING);
    for angle_variable = 1:Nangle         
      % Get the full matrix from sparse matrix.
      nonsparse = full(BinaryLongContour{sigmacount}{angle_variable});
      
      % Convolve contour with rectangular uncertainty window
      convolvedimage{sigmacount}{angle_variable} = conv2(nonsparse,CWin,'same');
      % Convert convolved data into binary data
      convolvedimage{sigmacount}{angle_variable} = convolvedimage{sigmacount}{angle_variable}>0;
    end
    
  end
  % -----------------------------------------------------------------
    
    
  % -----------------------------------------------------------------
  % build local measures of consensus  
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  % Consensus score
  % This is basically done by mesasuring overlap of contours across
  % different time scales and angles
  
  disp('Consensus score')
  
  for sigmacount = 1:NtScale-1
   
    temp = zeros( size(convolvedimage{sigmacount}{angle_variable}) );
    
    for angle_variable = 1:Nangle
      
      if(angle_variable==1)
        %treat this case specially since the angle term wraps around at 2*pi
        cv = convolvedimage{sigmacount}{1} + convolvedimage{sigmacount+1}{angle_variable} + convolvedimage{sigmacount}
{Nangle};
        consensus{sigmacount}{angle_variable} = (cv>1); %(cv>2) is even more stringent - requiring consensus across time and angle
      else
        cv = convolvedimage{sigmacount}{angle_variable} + convolvedimage{sigmacount+1}{angle_variable} + 
convolvedimage{sigmacount}{angle_variable-1};
        consensus{sigmacount}{angle_variable} = (cv>1); %keep only contour points that show some agreement across neighboring 
angles or time-scales.
      end
      
    end        
  end
  
  % -----------------------------------------------------------------
  
  
  % -----------------------------------------------------------------  
  % Weigh the contours by the consensus scores and create a hybrid image that includes power    
  
  if f_PLOT
    figure('name','Consensus process','position',[1 1 scrsize(3) scrsize(4)/2])
  end
  
  consensuspower = zeros( size(sonogramrecord{sigmacount}) ); %multiply consensus score by sonogram power for final image
  
  for sigmacount = 1:NtScale-1
        
    for angle_variable = 1:Nangle
    
      lines_matrix = full(BinaryLongContour{sigmacount}{angle_variable});      
      CC = bwconncomp(lines_matrix);
      
      Mat_Consensus_Score = zeros(size(full(BinaryLongContour{sigmacount}{angle_variable})));
      
      for ik = 1:CC.NumObjects
        
        ind = CC.PixelIdxList(ik); % positions of contour in sonogram
        
        % Consensus score of each contour
        c_score = sum(sum(consensus{sigmacount}{angle_variable}(ind{1})));
        
        Mat_Consensus_Score(ind{1}) = c_score;
        
      end
      
      consensus_score{sigmacount}{angle_variable} = Mat_Consensus_Score;
      consensuspowerangle{sigmacount}{angle_variable} = Mat_Consensus_Score.*abs(sonogramrecord{sigmacount});
      consensuspower = consensuspower + Mat_Consensus_Score.*abs(sonogramrecord{sigmacount});
      
      if f_PLOT
        subplot(211)
        imagesc(T,F,log(consensuspowerangle{sigmacount}{angle_variable}+10))
        set(gca,'YDir','normal')
        titles = sprintf(' Time scale : %1.2f msec, Angle: %1.2f rad',TScale(sigmacount),angles(angle_variable));
        title(titles)
      
        subplot(212)
        imagesc(T,F,log(consensuspower+10))
        set(gca,'YDir','normal')
        title('Consensus power of all angles and time scale')
      
        drawnow
      
        pause(0.5)
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      end
      
      
    end
    
  end
  
  % -----------------------------------------------------------------
  
  
    
else 
  %this removes the consensus weighting from the contours.
  %if no consensus, then just return the raw contours weighted by
  %power.
  
  consensus = zeros(size(sonogramrecord{1}));
  consensuspower = zeros(size(sonogramrecord{1}));
  consensuspowerangle = zeros(size(sonogramrecord{1}));
  
  for sigmacount = 1:NtScale-1
    
    temp = zeros(size(consensuspower));
    
    for angle_variable = 1:Nangle,
      temp = temp + BinaryLongContour{sigmacount}{angle_variable};
    end
    
    %multiply consenus score by sonogram power for final image
    consensuspower = consensuspower+temp.*abs(sonogramrecord{sigmacount});
  end
end
% ========================================================================
% ========================================================================
% Function for resynthesizing sound from consensus image
% Multimedia submission for IEEE signla processing letter.
% Authour. Yoonseob Lim, Barbara Shinn-Cunningham and Timothy J. Gardner
% Sep 4. 2012
% ========================================================================
function [re_signal] = 
resynthesis(sonogramrecord,consensus_score,windowrecord,signal,NFFT,OVERLAP,fs,TScale,angles,ResynType,ResynTar)
NtScale = length(TScale); % Number of time scales for analysis
Nangle = length(angles); % Number of angles for analysis
Lsignal = length(signal); % Length of signal
re_signal = zeros(1,Lsignal); % array for resynthesized sound
[M,N] = size(sonogramrecord{1});
% =======================================================================
% Resynthesis target; Full speech or Formant.
% For full speech resynthesis, consensus from all angles and time
% scales are used whereas consensus from shallow angles and long
% time scales are used.
if strcmp(ResynTar,'Full Speech')
  
  allowangles = [1:Nangle]; % indices of angles for plot
  allowtimescales = [1:NtScale-1]; % indices of time scales for plot
  
elseif strcmp(ResynTar,'Formant')
  
  allowangles = [1 2 7 8]; % indices of angles for plot
  allowtimescales = [4:9]; % indices of time scales for plot
  
end
% =======================================================================
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% =======================================================================
% For resynthesis with consensus score, we need to normalize
% consensus score first.
if strcmp(ResynType,'With_ConsensusScore')
  
  summask = zeros(M,N);
  for j = allowtimescales
    for i = allowangles 
      summask = summask + consensus_score{j}{i};
    end
  end
  summask = (summask==0) + summask;
end
% =======================================================================
% =======================================================================
% Start resynthesis
for j = allowtimescales
  
  
  % ----------------------------------------------
  % Building mask for resynthesis
  masktemp = zeros(M,N);    
  for i = allowangles 
    masktemp = masktemp + consensus_score{j}{i};
  end
    
  % Masked sonogram
  if strcmp(ResynType,'Without_ConsensusScore')   
  
    wsono = (masktemp>0).*sonogramrecord{j};
  elseif strcmp(ResynType,'With_ConsensusScore')
    wsono = (masktemp./summask).*sonogramrecord{j};
  elseif strcmp(ResynType,'Sonogram')      
    wsono = sonogramrecord{j}; 
  end
  % ----------------------------------------------
  
  
  
  % ----------------------------------------------
  % Resynthesis is done by serial IFFT of masked sonogram
  
  w = windowrecord{j};    
  sPos = 1;    
  rey = zeros(1,Lsignal);
  wsum = zeros(1,Lsignal);
  
  for jj = 1:N
    tq = wsono(:,jj);
    suby = real((ifft(tq,NFFT,'symmetric')));
    ePos = sPos + NFFT - 1;
    rey(sPos:ePos) = rey(sPos:ePos) + suby';
    wsum(sPos:ePos) = wsum(sPos:ePos) + w;
    sPos = sPos + OVERLAP;
  end
  
  % Normalize ifft by window amplitude
  re_signal = re_signal + rey./wsum;
  
  % ----------------------------------------------
       
end
% =======================================================================
% =======================================================================
% Adjust amplitude of resynthesized sound
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re_signal(1:1024) = 0;
re_signal(end-1024:end) = 0;
RMS_Original = sqrt(mean(signal.^2)); % RMS of original sound
RMS_re = sqrt(mean(re_signal.^2)); % RMS of resynthesized sound
re_signal = re_signal*RMS_Original/RMS_re;
% =======================================================================
% =======================================================================
% Plot the resynthesized sound
figure
h(1) = subplot(211);
plot((0:Lsignal-1)/fs,signal,'b-')
xlabel('Time (sec)')
title('Original Sound')
axis([0 (Lsignal-1)/fs -0.5 0.5])
grid on
h(2) = subplot(212);
plot((0:Lsignal-1)/fs,re_signal,'r-')
xlabel('Time (sec)')
title('Resynthesized sound')
axis([0 (Lsignal-1)/fs -0.5 0.5])
grid on
linkaxes(h,'x')
% =======================================================================
% ========================================================================
% Function for defining rectangular uncertainty window
% Multimedia submission for IEEE signla processing letter.
% Authour. Yoonseob Lim, Barbara Shinn-Cunningham and Timothy J. Gardner
% Sep 4. 2012
% ========================================================================
function [CWin] = ConvWindow(tScale,Nfft,Nshift,fs)
sigmaF = 1/(tScale/1000); % Frequency domain bandwidth
delF = fs/(Nfft/2+1); % Frequency index
sigmaFP = sigmaF/delF;
dFP = ceil(sigmaFP); % Frequency bandwidth in number of pixels
tFP = ceil(((tScale/1000)*fs/Nshift)/2); % Temporal deviation in number of pixels
% 2-d Convolution window
CWin = ones(dFP,tFP); 
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A3.3 Object-based acoustical transition trace
Here we provide basic program that define the auditory feature vectors to calculate 
acoustical transitions using contour representation.
A3.3.1 Main program
clear all
close all
clc
load custom_colormaps.mat
d = dir('./JeffSongs');
isub = [d(:).isdir]; % returns logical vector
nameFolds = {d(isub).name}';
nData = length(nameFolds) - 2;
scrsize = get( 0, 'screensize' ); % get the screen size of user
% ========================================================================
% parameters for consensus process
% angles for anlaysis in radian (eq. 3 in the paper)
%angles = [0 30 60]*pi/180;
angles = (0:30:150)*pi/180;
% time scales for analysis in msec (eq. 1 and 2 in the paper)
% TScale = (1:1:6);
TScale = zeros(1,6);
TScale(1) = 1;
for i = 2:6
    TScale(i) = TScale(i-1)*1.45;
end
nTScale = length(TScale);
nangle = length(angles);
pValThreshold = 5e-2; % [1e-1 5e-2 1e-2 1e-3 1e-4], length p-value threshold for selecting contours
Nfft = 1024; % number of fft in samples
Nshift = 10; % number of fft overlaps in samples
% ========================================================================
%% Input sound
for iff = 1:nData
    folderpath = sprintf('./JeffSongs/%s',nameFolds{iff+2})
    filetoload = sprintf('%s/template_data.mat',folderpath);
    load(filetoload);
    
    y = TEMPLATE;
    fs = 25e3;
    
    signal = [zeros(1,Nfft/2+1) y' zeros(1,Nfft/2+1)];
    MaxFreq = 8e3;
    
    %% Manifold
    tic
    [BinaryLongContour,Sonogram,T,F] = ContourSel_WN_Stat(signal,Nfft,Nshift,fs,TScale,angles,pValThreshold,MaxFreq);
    toc
    
    %% EndPoint Analysis
    
    AuditoryFeature = zeros(4*nangle,length(T));
    AuditoryFeaturePwr = zeros(4*nangle,length(T));
    
    k = 1;
    for angle_variable = 1:nangle
        for sigmacount = 1:4
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            for i = 1:BinaryLongContour{sigmacount}{angle_variable}.NumObjects
                
                X = BinaryLongContour{sigmacount}{angle_variable}.Contour{i}.x;
                AuditoryFeature(k,round(X)) = AuditoryFeature(k,round(X)) + 1;%/TScale(sigmacount);
                AuditoryFeaturePwr(k,round(X)) = AuditoryFeaturePwr(k,round(X)) + BinaryLongContour{sigmacount}
{angle_variable}.Contour{i}.pwr;%/TScale(sigmacount);
                              
            end
            k = k+1;
        end
    end
    
    
    T = T - (Nfft/2+1)/fs;
    
    filetosave = sprintf('%s/AuditoryBoundary_FeatureVec.mat',folderpath);
    save(filetosave,'AuditoryFeature','AuditoryFeaturePwr','T')
    
end
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 A3.3.2 Related functions
function [BinaryLongContour,Sonogram,T,F] = ContourSel_WN_Stat(signal,Nfft,Nshift,fs,TScale,angles,pValThreshold,MaxFreq)
load('WhiteNoiseStat_1024_10.mat','LengthThreshold','p');
pVal_pos = find(p == pValThreshold);
NtScale = length(TScale); % Number of time scales for analysis
Nangle = length(angles); % Number of angles for analysis
pos_zx = 1e-40;
neg_zx = -pos_zx;
% This part is to get time and frequency axis of sonogram for plotting
tScale = TScale(1);
t = -Nfft/2+0.5:Nfft/2-0.5;
tScale = (tScale/1000)*fs;
w = exp(-(t/tScale).^2);
[S,F,T] = spectrogram(signal,w,Nfft-Nshift,Nfft,fs);
[fM fN] = size(S);
FSlope = (F(end) - F(1))/(length(F) - 1);
iniF = F(1);
clear S
%% Get the contours from all time-scales and angles
BinaryLongContour = cell(1,NtScale);
Sonogram = cell(1,NtScale);
disp('Contouring')
for sigmacount = 1:NtScale %use the matlab parallel computing toolbox if multiple processors are available.
    
 tic;
 
    tScale = TScale(sigmacount);    
    tScale = (tScale/1000)*fs;
    w = exp(-(t/tScale).^2);
    dw = w.*(t/(tScale^2))*-2;
    
    % gaussian windowed spectrogram, Eq. 1 in the paper
    q = specgram(signal,Nfft,[],w,Nfft-Nshift) + eps;
    absq = abs(q);    
    Sonogram{sigmacount} = q;
    
    % derivative of gaussian windowed spectrogram, Eq. 2 in the paper
    q2 = specgram(signal,Nfft,[],dw,Nfft-Nshift) + eps;
    
    % displacement according to the reassignment algorithm
    dx = (q2./q)/(2*pi);
    
    absdx = abs(dx);
    
    Contour_Angle = cell(1,Nangle);
    parfor angle_variable = 1:Nangle
        
        LengthTh = LengthThreshold{sigmacount}{angle_variable}.Th(pVal_pos);
        pwr_sono = absq;
        
        angle_rad = angles(angle_variable);
        
        % -----------------------------------------------------------------
        % contour detection
        dx_vec = imag(dx*exp(1i*angle_rad));
        
        % Find zero crossing, equation (5)
        pre_CI = contourc(dx_vec,[neg_zx pos_zx]); % function "Contour" is built-in function in matlab
        
        % Every closed loop produces continuous vector of coordinates.
        % Matlab inserts meta data into the vector between closed loops.
        % Eliminates meta data in array Closed_Contour
        pos = find(pre_CI(1,:)==pos_zx);
        CI = pre_CI(:,pos(1):end);
        
        posOC = find(CI(1,:) == pos_zx);
        CI(1,posOC) = nan;
        CI(2,posOC) = nan;
        
        % -----------------------------------------------------------------
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        % Segment contour
        [ThresMask] = ConSegMaskCreate(absdx,fM,fN);                      
        [CI] = ContourThresholding(CI,ThresMask,fM,fN);        
        
        nanCIlog = ~isnan(CI(1,:));
        posCI = find(nanCIlog);
        dposCI = diff(posCI);
        dpoCIgap = find(dposCI>1);
        
        LenCI = length(dpoCIgap)+1;
        nomNumC = LenCI;
        
        Contour = cell(1,nomNumC);
        
        NumC = 1;
        for i=1:LenCI
            if i>1
                StartP = posCI(dpoCIgap(i-1)+1);
            else
                StartP = posCI(1);
            end
            
            if i<LenCI
                EndP = posCI(dpoCIgap(i));
            else
                EndP = posCI(end);
            end
            
            if EndP-StartP+1>1
                
                % Position in pixel space
                px = CI(1,StartP:EndP);
                py = CI(2,StartP:EndP);
                NumP = length(px);
                wy = (FSlope*(py - 1)+iniF);
                
                if mean(wy)<MaxFreq
                    % Contour length
                    % Integrate subsampled point to get length of contour
                    len = 0;                    
                    for j = 1:NumP-1
                        dl = sqrt((px(j) - px(j+1))^2 + (py(j) - py(j+1))^2);
                        len = len + dl;
                    end
                    
                    if len>LengthTh
                      % Assign power
                      pwr = 0;
                      for j = 1:NumP
                        pwr = pwr + pwr_sono(round(py(j)),round(px(j)));
                      end
                      Contour{NumC}.pwr = pwr;
                      
                      Contour{NumC}.len = len;        
                      
                      Contour{NumC}.x = px;
                      Contour{NumC}.y = py;
                      
                      NumC = NumC + 1;
                    end
                end
            end
        end
        % -----------------------------------------------------------------
        
        
        
        % -----------------------------------------------------------------            
        % Selected contours
        
        for i = 1:NumC-1
            Contour_Angle{angle_variable}.Contour{i} = Contour{i};
        end
        
        Contour_Angle{angle_variable}.NumObjects = NumC-1;
        
        % -----------------------------------------------------------------
        
        
    end
    
    for angle_variable = 1:Nangle
        BinaryLongContour{sigmacount}{angle_variable}.NumObjects = Contour_Angle{angle_variable}.NumObjects;
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        if Contour_Angle{angle_variable}.NumObjects>0
            BinaryLongContour{sigmacount}{angle_variable}.Contour = Contour_Angle{angle_variable}.Contour;
        else
            BinaryLongContour{sigmacount}{angle_variable}.Contour = [];
        end
        
    end
    
    
    clear dx q q2 Contour_Angle
 
 TimeElapsed = toc;
 disps = sprintf('Took %1.2f sec for %1.2f ms TS',TimeElapsed,TScale(sigmacount));
 disp(disps);
    
end
% Make Threshold Mask for contour segmentation
% To find zeros in sonogram, we search peaks in reassignment vector in time
% and frquency.
function [ThresMask] = ConSegMaskCreate(absdx,fM,fN)
Peaks = zeros(fM,fN);
%% Search peaks through frequency
PeakDat = cell(1,fM);
parfor i = 1:fM
    dat = absdx(i,:);
    [pks locs] = findpeaks(dat);    
    PeakDat{i}.locs = locs;
end
for i = 1:fM
    locs = PeakDat{i}.locs;
    Peaks(i,locs) = Peaks(i,locs) + 1;
end
clear PeakDat
%% Serach peaks through time
PeakDat = cell(1,fN);
parfor j = 1:fN
    dat = absdx(:,j);
    [pks locs] = findpeaks(dat);
    PeakDat{j}.locs = locs;
end
for j = 1:fN
    locs = PeakDat{j}.locs;
    Peaks(locs,j) = Peaks(locs,j) + 1;
end
%% Make Threshold Mask
pos = find(Peaks > 1);
nPeaks = length(pos);
[row col] = ind2sub(size(Peaks), pos);
ThresMask = ones(fM,fN);
for i = -1:1:1
    for j = -1:1:1
        
        newRow = row + i;
        newCol = col + j;
        
        pos = sub2ind(size(ThresMask),newRow,newCol);
        ThresMask(pos) = 0;
        
    end
end
% Cut contours if they pass zeros on sonogram
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function [C] = ContourThresholding(C,ThresMask,M,N)
for i=1:length(C)
    cy = round(C(2,i));
    if cy<1
        cy = 1;
    elseif cy>M
        cy = M;
    end
    
    cx = round(C(1,i));
    if cx<1
        cx = 1;
    elseif cx>N
        cx = N;
    end
    
    if ~isnan(cx)
        if ThresMask(cy,cx) == 0
            C(:,i) = nan;
        end
    end
end
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